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LOT 1 - EXQUISITE PAIR OF
VINTAGE BRASS CURTAIN
TIEBACKS. 50/70
Exquisite pair of Vintage brass
Curtain tiebacks Empire style french ormolu This exquisite pair of
vintage brass curtain tiebacks have
already made their debut at another
very well known auction house.
Having sold well in excess of our
asking price many years ago - this lot
deserves a beautiful home Please do
check our other running auctions for
an extravagant pair of curtains to
accompany them!! Quality crafted
item Dimensions:
• Width - 5.8 cm
• Height - 23 cm
• Depth - 6 cms
We can deliver

LOT 2 - EARLY VICTORIAN
WALNUT INLAID
CANTERBURY WHAT NOT.
400/600
A magnificent early victorian walnut
inlaid canterbury or what-not Circa
1860, this is, without doubt, the best
example of a victorian walnut
canterbury what-not we have seen in
50 years. Fabulous detailing to the
point where we cannot imagine what
could have been done to make it
better. The crowning glory is the
superb original condition, still
retaining its original french polish
which is superb. It must be the best
example on the market. A stunning
stand out piece in every way!! We can
deliver

LOT 4 - BEAUTIFUL DOUBLE
DROP LEAF SOLID WOOD
ANTIQUE TABLE. 240/320

LOT 5 - ANTIQUE GEORGE III
ELM WOOD TILT TOP TABLE.
220/300

Double drop leaf solid wood Antique
table This table is beautiful and it has
a patina that speaks of ages of love
and care. It is one of our all-time
favorites. It has signs of repairs and
could use a few more but somehow
it’s just wonderful as it is! Dimensions
width fully extended 133cm width
both leaves down 80cm length 176 cm
and height 73.5 cm Collection only
items - for many of our larger and
more fragile items, we prefer to sell
as collection only. However, we will
work with our purchasers to arrange
delivery if collection is not an option.
We can deliver

A magnificent antique George iii
Elm wood tilt-top table Antique
George iii solid elm tilt top table in
very good original condition. It has a
circular top sitting on a turned base
with tripod pad feet. The grain of the
elm wood on the top is beautiful & it
has the most wonderful patina. This
table is quite beautiful and dates to
around the 1760-90’s period.
Dimensions: The table measures 73.5
cms in height as a table and 105.5 cms
in height when tilted and 56 cms in
diameter We can deliver

LOT 7 - ORNATE CARVED
WOODEN HIGH BACKED
CHAIR. 80/120

LOT 8 - A PAIR OF ANTIQUE
WICKER SEATED CHAIRS EX
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
100/150

Ornate Carved Wooden High Back
Chair 107 cm H x 43 cm D x 61 cm W
We can deliver

We are selling here a pair of chairs
which we are told by the vendor
came from the house of commons.
We have no evidence of this,
unfortunately. Please have a good
look at the photos - if you need any
questions answered please do not
hesitate to ask!
• Height 106 cms
• Depth 42 cms
• Width 45 cms
We can deliver
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LOT 3 - AN 18TH CENTURY
COUNTRY OAK CORNER
CABINET. 250/350
An 18th century, Country oak Corner
cabinet We can deliver - please see
below! This magnificent oak corner
cabinet has the most wonderful
patina which we hope comes across
in the photographs. Clearly the item
has age and it is difficult to be precise
on this issue. The front door displays
hearts above diamonds. Please have a
good look at the photographs which
we hope do the item justice! We can
deliver

LOT 6 - GEORGIAN STYLE
SERPENTINE FRONT
MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD.
125/175
Mahogany serpentine fronted
Georgian style sideboard raised on
six square tapered legs. This
magnificent sideboard is in perfect
condition. Having outer opening
cupboard doors with a central
drawer above a well-concealed
"Hidden" drawer, all offering plenty
of useful storage space. Purchased
only a few years ago from a leading
king's road retailer at a cost of
£1295.00!! This auction represents an
opportunity to obtain a beautiful
piece of furniture at a fraction of the
retail price!! Please have a good look
at the photographs which we hope
do the items justice!

LOT 9 - PAINTED LEATHER
TOPPED PEDESTAL DESK.
180/250
We removed this lovely pedestal desk
from the house of wealthy diplomat
where everything was just about the
best that money could buy. It was
positioned in a spare room and
appears to us to have had little use.
We do not know where it was
purchased from but it's bound to
have been one of the leading Chelsea
designer retail shops so doubtless it
would have cost a fortune!! We can
deliver
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LOT 10 - EDWARDIAN
MAHOGANY DEMI LUNE
TABLE. 140/200

LOT 11 - FLAME MAHOGANY
CONSOLE TABLE WITH
INLAID DETAIL. 100/150

Edwardian mahogany demi lune table
having straight tapering legs with
spade feet. Circa 1900-1910. English.
This attractive dressing table was
purchased for a huge country house
several years ago. The owners were
called abroad and have remained
there ever since. Their furniture is
now being sold. It has been kept
carefully wrapped in storage since
purchase. We had no alternative due
to the items size other that to
photograph in the storage premises
but hopefully the photos will do this
piece justice. We can deliver

This is a gorgeous piece The table sits
on four slender downward tapered
legs. Sensational colour with lovely
inlaid detailing - a beautiful table.
Recently removed from a park lane
apartment. We feel the pictures do
not do this lovely item justice! We
can deliver

LOT 13 - LARGE & HEAVY
SILVER BAROQUE SIXTEEN
LIGHT CHANDELIER.
600/900

LOT 14 - FRENCH 19TH
CENTURY SOLID BRASS
"PINEAPPLE" BODY
CHANDELIER. 600/900

An extremely attractive heavy and
ornate silver metal 16 light
chandelier. This chandelier is
magnificent - truly stunning. Taken
from a country house that was full of
interesting items this chandelier
appears not to be marked or
branded. The inner eight trays
appear to us to be silver or silver
plate and the remainder silver metal.
Dimensions: Height : 58 cms to hook
below chain Diameter : 79.5 cms We
can deliver

A magnificent French 19th-century
Solid brass "Pineapple" body
Chandelier Rrp £4,750.00 This is
probably the most beautiful brass
chandelier we have ever had the
pleasure of selling! Purchased from a
king's road antiques dealer some 12
years ago for the sum of £4,750.00.
Unfortunately, the chandelier had
been taken down prior to us being
allowed to photograph. We have
done our best to show the chandelier
in all its glory and we can supply
further photos to any interested
purchaser. We can deliver

LOT 16 - BRONZED IRON
AND CRYSTAL GLASS
CHANDELIER + WALL
LIGHTS . 400/600

LOT 17 - A MAGNIFICENT
PAIR OF ELEGANT BRASS SIX
LIGHT CHANDELIERS.
250/350

LOT 18 - WHITE CERAMIC
SLOP BUCKET CHAMBER
POT WITH CANE HANDLE.
40/60

This magnificent crystal glass and
iron chandelier with matching wall
lights set are in immaculate
condition. The crystal glass is perfect
and the lights work as one would
expect. Purchased only a few years
ago from a leading king's road retailer
at a cost of £2995.00!! This auction
represents an opportunity to obtain a
beautiful chandelier and wall lights ar
a fraction of the retail price!! Please
have a good look at the photographs
which we hope do the items justice!
We can deliver

This magnificent crystal glass and
iron chandelier with matching wall
lights set are in immaculate
condition. The crystal glass is perfect
and the lights work as one would
expect. Purchased only a few years
ago from a leading king's road retailer
at a cost of £2995.00!!A magnificent
pair Of elegant brass six light
Chandeliers This magnificent pair of
brass chandeliers are in perfect
condition and the lights work as one
would expect. Purchased only a few
years ago from a leading king's road
retailer at a cost of £2495.00!! This
auction represents an opportunity to
obtain a beautiful pair of chandeliers
at a fraction of the retail price!! We
can deliver

A fabulous Antique white ceramic
Slop bucket chamber pot With cane
handle This is the most fantastic item
we have had through our doors in
ages! We believe the item to be called
a "Slop bucket" which was probably
the forerunner of the chamber pot
but we will stand corrected on this! It
could be put to a variety of uses in
today's modern world but for sure it
is an eye-catching piece!!
Dimensions: The slop bucket
measures 29 cms in diameter and 28
cms in height. We can deliver
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LOT 12 - 19TH CENT LOUIS
XV STYLE GILT & BRONZE
BACCARAT CRYSTAL
CHANDELIER. 1400/2000
A magnificent 19th-century louis xv
style French cage frame Gilt & bronze
Baccarat Crystal chandelier Rrp
£12,000.00 This elegant chandelier
was purchased from a king's road
antiques dealer some 12 years ago for
the sum of twelve thousand pounds.
Unfortunately, the chandelier had
been taken down prior to us being
allowed to photograph. We have
done our best to show the chandelier
in all its glory and we can supply
further photos to any interested
purchaser. We can deliver

LOT 15 - BROWN ORNATE
THREE ARM CHANDELIER.
50/80
A beautiful brown ornate Three-arm
chandelier - Perfect working
condition!! Taken from a beautiful
house in Chelsea and seen working fully tested! Looks fantastic when
hung on a ceiling!! In very good
condition!! We can deliver
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LOT 19 -1860'S BLACK AND
RED MARBLE LEROY & FILS
MANTLE CLOCK + KEY NO.
6455. 500/700
Magnificent 1860's Black and red
marble Leroy & fils Mantle clock with
key No. 6455 This is a most
impressive french leroy et fils mantel
clock housed in striking black and
red marble which is in most excellent
condition. The clock has a black
enamel dial surrounding red marble.
"Leroy & fils 296 regent street"
appears on the top face of the red
marble whilst below the french
address at Palais royal is shown. With
a french eight day movement which
strikes the hours and half hours on a
bell. We can deliver

LOT 22 - ANTIQUE 19TH C.
EMPIRE CIRCULAR FLAME
MAHOGANY CENTER TABLE.
600/900

LOT 20 - A MAGNIFICENT
FIGURED MAHOGANY 8 DAY
LONGCASE CLOCK. 500/750
A magnificent Figured mahogany 8
day longcase clock William smith
Huddersfield Circa 1755-1795 This is a
truly magnificent and rare longcase
grandfather clock presented in good
condition. It is sold in a fully working
order with both winding and case
keys. For generations, it has stood in
the hallway of a huge country house
in southwest England. The owners
were called abroad and have
remained there. Their furniture is
now being sold. It has been kept
carefully wrapped in storage and is
available for delivery. We can deliver

LOT 23 - GEORGE III
MAHOGANY ‘D’ END DINING
TABLE. 600/900

Antique 19th-century empire Circular
Flame mahogany Center table This is
a standout piece in every sense.
Sensational colour and just
breathtaking - a beautiful table. We
believe the table to be early 19th
century although it could well be
earlier. Dimensions: The table
measures four feet (122 cms) in
diameter and is 2 feet 5 inches (75
cms) in height.

A magnificent George iii Mahogany ‘d’
end Dining table Taken from a
substantial Chelsea house, where the
table has been for well over 100
years. Comprising of a solid figured
top with excellent colour raised on
square tapered legs. Seats 8 to 10 and
the central section can be removed
and the two "D" ends placed
together. A beautiful and historical
item. We hope the photographs do
the table justice!

LOT 25 - A SET OF SEVEN
REGENCY MAHOGANY
DINING CHAIRS CIRCA 1820.
350/500

LOT 26 - A LARGE AND
IMPRESSIVE GOLD PAINTED
METAL URN PLANTER.
380/120

A magnificent set of regency
mahogany dining room chairs
including one carver on sabre legs
and including recently upholstered
cushions. Circa 1820. Dimensions:
• 87.5 cms in height to the top of the
backrests
• Chairs: 48 cms in width and 48 cms
in depth
• Carver measures 56 cms in width
and 59 cms in depth

A large and impressive gold painted
metal urn planter Taken from a
fabulous Belgravia property this
impressive planter was situated in
the entrance hall and our immediate
thoughts were that it looks made of
solid gold!! Sadly that isn't the case
but it really does look the part!!
Dimensions:
• 40.5 cms in height and 36 cms in
diameter
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LOT 21 - OAK ARMADA OR
TREASURE CHEST WITH
ELABORATE IRON WORK.
800/1250
A magnificent oak armada chest or
treasure chest with elaborate
ironwork circa 1700's This is a
wonderful example of an early
treasure chest, armada chest, silver
chest, or strongbox depending on
whose descriptions you go by! The
oak has a rich patina and the
ironwork both elaborate and
complete. The main iron plate to the
center includes swastikas and there
are handles to both sides and front
drop-down panels. The interior
draws are later but these can easily
be removed without endangering the
integrity of the chest. A most
interesting and attractive item.

LOT 24 - REGENCY
MAHOGANY TWIN-PILLAR
DINING TABLE CIRCA 1820.
500/800
A fine regency mahogany Twin-pillar
Dining table Circa 1820 A magnificent
extending regency mahogany twinpillar dining table, comprising a pair
of d-end sections with leaf on ring
turned columns and sabre legs . Circa
1820.

LOT 27 - HENRY
ROSENGREN HANSEN
BRANDE MØBELINDUSTRI 4DOOR ROSEWOOD
SIDEBOARD. 1200/1600
Stunning henry rosengren hansen
brande møbelindustri 4-door
rosewood sideboard Taken from the
estate of a lovely Chelsea house
where it has been in the same
position since purchase in the early
1960's. The previous owner was a
keen collector of mid-century
furniture and this beautiful rosewood
sideboard is truly stunning.
Apparently the first time the item has
been moved since the purchase was
for us to take these photographs!
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LOT 28 - FRENCH 1950'S
RETRO DISPLAY CABINET IN
CHROME, MIRRORS AND
GLASS. 300/400
Please have a really good look at the
photographs as we have tried to
illustrate both the condition and to
show the design of the piece. Overall
the depth is 55.4 cms, the width is
150.2 cms and the height is 94.5 cms.
The top section is 15.5 cms in height
internally and the bottom section 67
cms in height. The central mirrored
island section is 92.2 cms in width
and 25.5 cms in depth. Please bear in
mind that this is an extremely heavy
piece of furniture!!! Please have a
good look at the photos for
appearance and condition. This
cabinet is in excellent condition for
its age - it has a wonderful patina and
has to be seen to be fully appreciated.

LOT 31 - THE LARGEST WALL
CLOCK EVER - 2.3 MTS
SQUARE. 750/1250
A magnificent wall clock that will
need a super large wall space!! It
would suit an office or restaurant or
a large residence. Wherever it goes it
truly is a stand out piece. The clock is
huge - 2.3 mts square and made from
solid painted board with a rich gilt
frame surrounding iron clock hands
and then another second rich frame
surrounding brass numerals. The
clock mechanism is computer
operated so changing the time is
simple. The clock face could, of
course, be painted to any colour. It
will fit flush to the wall and will
require strong wall fixings.

LOT 29 - PAIR OF LARGE
DONGHIA GOLD LEAF
DECORATED
CONTEMPORARY MIRRORS.
2000/3000
We recently removed these mirrors
from a fabulous Knightsbridge house.
The previous owner paid in excess of
£19,750 for them and so this auction
represents an opportunity to obtain a
pair of classic contemporary Donghia
designed mirrors at a fraction of the
retail price. The mirrors each
measure 2280 mm by 1370 mm. The
width of the gold leaf frame is 155
mm and the depth of the frame is 33
mm.

LOT 32 - LARGE ORNATE
MIRROR. 600/900
Purchased from new a few years ago
for £4,950 and placed into the
London house of a wealthy diplomat
- this beautiful super large wall
mirror is in excellent condition. The
mirrored plate clearly has age and
the frame has been crafted with fine
detailing and painted in green and
gold. Please have a good look at the
photographs which we hope do the
item justice! This mirror would look
sensational in just about any home
and at the starting price represents
the opportunity to grab a bargain!
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LOT 30 - A STUNNING PAUL
EVANS (1931-1987)
CITYSCAPE COUNTER TOP
PANEL. 1500/2000
This is the most magnificent piece.
Custom made and used as a
countertop as it was originally
intended and then as a decorative
panel. Unmistakably from Paul
Evans's "Cityscape" series, the panel
is clad in brushed and polished
panels. It could be used again as a
counter or tabletop, as a freestanding desk or as a decorative
panel. Stunning piece!

LOT 33 - JEAN-PAUL
MOSCOVINO (1947) "RUE DE
L'OUEST" - 500/800
Breathtaking original Jean-Paul
Moscovino Matt Blue Aluminium
Sculpture - superb in every aspect.
Jean-Paul Moscovino sculpts color as
one plays with a peel to reconstitute
the fruit ... and this ambiguity of the
material sums up all the magic and
the questions of the passage from
one world to another: does the form
exist thanks to the full or through a
vacuum? Only the colored film can
testify to the interaction of these two
"enlightened" realities. And if the
artist seeks his bearings in the
representation of this border, which
he cuts out and folds to find the third
dimension, the thickness of
everything, the themes addressed are
always figurative: the body is the only
vehicle for travel! Life is thus made
up of love balances between material
and spiritual, visible and invisible,
finite, and infinite ...
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LOT 34 - BEAUTIFUL
VINTAGE 'OTI' WIRE CHAIRS
AND TABLE SET BY NIELS
GAMMELGAARD FOR IKEA 600/900

LOT 35 - ICONIC 1960'S
RETRO CHAIR ON A
CHROME BASE WITH
ORIGINAL CUSHION 140/200

A set of 4 "Oti" lounge chairs and
coffee table, designed in the 1980s by
niels gammelgaard, manufactured by
IKEA. Beautiful geometric-sculptural
design; one of the most beautiful wire
chair designs - iconic! Postage for
this item is high due to the size.
Weight and nature of the item. We
will happily work with the winning
buyer on alternative methods of
carriage and as always, collection
from us is free.

We took this item from a fabulous
house in London's Mayfair.
Undoubtedly it is a high-quality item
and it really stands out from any
other similar period chair that we
have ever had. I wish we knew who
the designer of the item is! We have
no doubt however that this is an
iconic piece. It is absolutely stunning
and a stand out piece. Dimensions:
The chair measures: 40 cms in width
and 45 cms in height to the front of
the chair and 80 cms to the top of
the back of the chair. The base
measures 40 cms by 40 cms and the
diameter of the cushion is 33 cms.

LOT 37 - PAIR OF GREY
LEATHER CHAIRS BY DAVID
HICKS - 600/900

LOT 38 - ETABLISSEMENTS
CORBISIER 32 HOOK RETRO
CHROME COAT RACK 400/600

LOT 39 - ADMEL 'FINGALITE'
COUNTER-BALANCED
ANGLEPOISE INDUSTRIAL
LAMP - 400/600

This is really quite the most
magnificent coat rack we have ever
had the pleasure of selling. Rows of 16
double cost hooks on each side which
have been beautifully sculpted and
which look stunning. This item could
be used in just about any
environment - a truly special piece!!
Hopefully, the photographs do the
item justice! Please note that postage
on this item is high due to the size
and nature of the chest. We'll happily
work with the winning buyer on this
to obtain alternative quotes if
required and as always, collection
from us is free.

This is the most magnificent and
totally original "Fingalite" anglepoise
industrial style lamp by admel. Dating
from the 1950s and in perfect
working order. The item has been in
storage for several decades and the
chrome needs a professional clean.
This item could be used in just about
any environment - a truly special
piece!! Hopefully, the photographs do
the item justice! Please note that
postage on this item is high due to
the size and nature of the chest. We'll
happily work with the winning buyer
on this to obtain alternative quotes if
required and as always, collection
from us is free.

These chairs were commissioned by
l'oreal in the 1960s for its main
London shop. During this period
David hicks made furniture for many
west end shops amongst which were
both l'oreal and Helena Rubenstein.
London was in the middle of the
swinging 60's and mad colour was
the norm, so these chairs are
somewhat understated for the
period! One chair still carries a label
"L'oreal 11710" to the underside. The
style and quality are unmistakable.
Soft grey leather and matching grey
painted solid framework - absolutely
stunning!!
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LOT 36 - 1930'S TUBULAR
ALUMINIUM ARMCHAIR BY
WARREN MCARTHUR 600/900
With the original fifth avenue shop
label still attached, this is a classic
design from warren McArthur. We do
not know the model number and
we'd love to hear from any collector
who can tell us! The tubular
aluminum framework which is in
remarkably good condition. The
classic and original "Donut" shaped
leg bumpers are in place. A rare and
really quite stunning item.
Additionally, it is an incredibly
comfortable chair!!
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LOT 40 - A STUA DENEB
ALUMINIUM FRAME GLASS
TOP DINING TABLE WITH 6
CHAIRS - 300/500

LOT 41 - OFFECCT
CORNFLAKE MEETING
TABLE BY CLAESSON
KOIVISTO RUNE - 250/350

LOT 42 - EARLY 20TH
CENTURY ENGLISH BUTLER
CAST IRON SMOKING
STAND - 120/180

This deneb table is a timeless design
made with an anodized aluminum
frame. All the parts are just 10mm
thick so that the table looks light. The
top is made from transparent glass,
also 10mm thick. The table is branded
by stau but the chairs are not and as
such we do not know where they are
from. The set comes with the
cushions as photographed and these
are made by walton.

This beautiful "Cornflake" meeting
room table was purchased for a huge
country house several years ago at a
substantial cost. The owners were
called abroad and have remained
there. Their furniture is now being
sold. It has been kept carefully
wrapped in storage since purchase
and is in very good condition.
Cornflake is a design table with the
tabletop in white laminate Formica
k1040 with beveled edges. chromed
support. offecct works closely with
internationally renowned and
innovative designers. the collection,
which is being updated continuously,
mirrors the company vision; furniture
harmonizing and creating creative
environments within public
surroundings and private homes.
contemporary design breathing
Scandinavian simplicity.

A wonderful item that appears in
original form. A tall slender "Butler"
figure, apparently french, standing on
a white triangular base holding a tray
which we presume is for an ashtray.
We have not been able to find out
who the maker is; there is a "Depose"
stamp underneath the stand but
another stamp which could be the
makers mark appears ineligible - if
anyone out there knows please do
contact us.

LOT 43 - A SET OF FOUR OFF
WHITE CHAIRS BY PACO
CAPDELL- 60/100

LOT 44 - A FRAMED 1960'S
PHOTOGRAPHIC CANVAS OF
SUSANNAH YORK BY PHILIP
TOWNSEND - 30/50

LOT 45 - MICK JAGGER
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT ON
FRAMING BOARD - 70/110

These chairs are simple in design and
yet elegant. The launch of Xuxa was a
clear example of innovation in the
use of propylene. Following on from
this experience, designer Vicente
Soto offers us a new piece designed
entirely in this polymer. Developed in
Italy, this chair, with its clean lines
and minimalist personality, is made
entirely from one single piece. An
innovative injection-based
manufacturing process has resulted
in the model’s minimum weight,
creating shapes and volume which
give us a new way of understanding
this material.

LOT 46 - 18K WHITE GOLD
MEN'S INVISIBLE SET
PRINCESS CUT 100
DIAMONDS RING 2000/3000
This is a truly stunning ring. Set in a
luxurious 18 karats white gold setting
there are exactly 100 princess cut
invisibly set white diamonds. There
are four side panels containing seven
diamonds each and the main central
display contains four rows of 18
diamonds. This totals 100 separate
diamonds!!!

Superb looking item and very well
presented - a truly wonderful piece
of 1960's British memorabilia, this
photographic canvas was produced
from a Philip Townsend original and
is the only copy - looks great when
hung on the wall!!

LOT 47 - HAND PAINTED
MAITLAND SMITH
KNEEHOLE DESK JEWELRY
CABINET - 150/220
Hand-painted by cp hilsding This is
an exquisite piece. A beautiful
cabinet, hand-painted both internally
and externally with secret little
compartments to keep precious
items. A kneehole desk design over
eight drawers with brass handles,
these are arranged around a
kneehole with a secret central door
on bracket feet.
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Superb looking item and very well
presented on money no object basis.
This photograph was taken from a
Philip Townsend original and is the
only copy! A superb piece of Jagger
Rolling Stones Rock and Roll
Memorabilia! Dimensions: Painting
52.5 cms by 33 cms

LOT 48 - ART DECO BURSLEY
WARE COFFEE SET - 50/80
Truly magnificent and eye-catching a really delicate and beautiful fine
china coffee service. Please have a
really good look at the photos!
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LOT 49 - ART POTTERY
1930'S DRIP GLAZED LARGE
GERMAN VASE MARKED
FOREIGN - 40/60
Taken from a beautiful house in
Knightsbridge all we know of this
vase is that it apparently cost a great
deal and that it had been in the family
for several decades. It is clearly an
item of some quality!! Dimensions :
This vase measures 27cms in height
and 26.4 cms in diameter to the top
rim Please have a good look at the
photographs for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. This wonderful vase
is in excellent condition.

LOT 50 - CHARLES BOURNE
PORCELAIN 24 PIECE
SERVICE HAND PAINTED
PATTERN 208 GEORGIAN
1820 - 700/1000
Porcelain service hand-painted
Charles bourne Pattern number 208
1820 Antique Georgian porcelain 24
piece service hand-painted Charles
bourne pattern number 208 dated
1820 Here we have a lovely example
of early English porcelain, dating
from 1820 and featuring beautifully
painted pink roses and buds with
gilded flowers and leaves. This
decoration sits between two deep
cobalt blue bands that have been
copiously gilded.

LOT 51 - A COLLECTION OF
FIVE LARGE ODERISI
D'AGOBIO GUBBIO MADE IN
ITALY EX HARRODS - 80/120
Porcelain service hand-painted
Charles bourne Pattern number 208
1820 Antique Georgian porcelain 24
piece service hand-painted Charles
bourne pattern number 208 dated
1820 Here we have a lovely example
of early English porcelain, dating
from 1820 and featuring beautifully
painted pink roses and buds with
gilded flowers and leaves. This
decoration sits between two deep
cobalt blue bands that have been
copiously gilded.

LOT 52 - A COLLECTION OF
SIX LARGE ODERISI
D'AGOBIO GUBBIO MADE IN
ITALY EX HARRODS - 80/120

LOT 53 - VINTAGE SOLIAN
WARE SOHO POTTERY LTD
ARABIAN NIGHTS COFFEE
SET - 40/60

LOT 54 - LARGE HAND
PAINTED FRUIT TREE
DESIGN CHINESE
PORCELAIN VASE - 30/50

Beautifully decorated this collection
of matching vases was purchased
from Harrods. In near perfect
condition and doubtless would have
originally have cost a great deal more
than we're asking here! Please refer
to photos for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. These beautiful
vases are in good used condition.

A fabulous vintage Solian ware Soho
pottery ltd Arabian nights coffee set
Truly magnificent and eye-catching a really delicate and beautiful fine
china coffee service. Please have a
really good look at the photos!

Contemporary design, beautifully
detailed and intricately painted. A
stunning large round Chinese vase
decorated in what appears as quince
trees. Presented in totally as new
excellent condition with no marks or
chips - a pristine example! Please
refer to photos for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. This magnificent
vase is in excellent condition perfect!!

LOT 55 - A COLLECTION OF
THREE ANTIQUE CHINESE
BLANC DE CHINE LIBATION
CUPS - 200/300

LOT 56 - FOUR EXTRA LARGE
FINE VINTAGE CRYSTAL
BALLOON BRANDY GLASSES
BY RIEDEL - 30/50

LOT 57 - A SET OF SIX LARGE
FINE VINTAGE CRYSTAL
BALLOON BRANDY GLASSES
BY CJR RIEDEL - 30/50

Please have a good look at the
photographs for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. The central taller
item is in very decent condition but
as can be seen in the photos the two
smaller items have repairs.
Measurements: The taller vase is 8.2
cms in diameter and 7.9 cm in height

These glasses are presented in
perfect condition and appear to have
very little, if any, use. They are
vintage and probably date to the '60s.
They are marked cjr and made by
Riedel in Austria. They are absolutely
huge and made of very fine crystal absolutely stunning and perfect
glasses!! Dimensions: 19.5 cms in
height and 13 cms diameter of the
body

These glasses are presented in
perfect condition and appear to have
very little, if any, use. They are
vintage and probably date to the '60s.
They are marked cjr and made by
Riedel in Austria. They are absolutely
huge and made of very fine crystal absolutely stunning and perfect
glasses!!
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LOT 58 - A BEAUTIFUL AND
PERFECT USED PAIR OF
HEREND YELLOW ROSE FINE
CANDLE HOLDERS - 30/50
These lovely candle holders are 13.1
cms in height and 8.8 cms in
diameter at base Please refer to
photos for appearance and condition
as these photos form part of the
condition report! These items are all
in excellent condition and they have
been used and have candle wax on
them!

LOT 61 - HONG KONG THREE
PIECE CHINA BOWL SET PRESENTATION BOXED 20/30
We obtained these beautiful items
from the hong kong economic and
trade office and we believe they were
given as gifts to visiting dignitaries.
Made from fine china and depicting
the hong kong skyline the bowl
measures 9.5 cms in diameter and 9
cms in height. The presentation box
measures 19.5 cms by 14.5 cms by 12.5
cms. As an absolutely beautiful gift
for someone to whom hong kong
means something special!

LOT 64 - ANCAP FOR
DUBARRY HANDMADE
LARGE ASHTRAY WITH
GOLD FLORAL DESIGN 25/40
The ashtray is 18.5 cms square and 3
cms in height Please have a really
good look at the photographs as we
have tried to illustrate both the
condition and the design of this
piece. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if you have any questions.

LOT 59 - A SET OF SEVEN
TALL FORTNUM & MASON
HIGHBALL CRYSTAL
GLASSES ETCHED "FM" 25/40

LOT 60 - A BEAUTIFULLY
FRAMED SMALL BRONZE
PORTRAIT PLAQUE OF
MOZART BY FRANZ STIASN 60/80

Seven wonderful highball glasses
purchased from Fortnum & mason.
Ideal for long drinks, beer, water
.....Just about anything!! Each glass
carries the etched "Fm" Fortnum &
Mason logo. Dimensions: The glasses
are 16.9 cms in height. The diameter
of the rim is 6.2 cms.

A beautiful bronze portrait plaque by
Franz stiasny (1881–1941, polish). Cast
in Austria in the 1930s the plaque
depicts Mozart, beautifully cast and
in wonderful original condition. The
plaque has been mounted on a red
velvet backing and framed. Signed by
stiasny

LOT 62 - PRESENTATION
BOXED PAIR OF WOOD AND
SILVER METAL CHOP
STICKS EX HONG KONG 30/50

LOT 63 - MERCEDES BENZ
ZANELLATO DESIGNED
GENTS WALLET + CREDIT
CARD HOLDER - 25/40

We obtained these beautiful items
from the Hong Kong Economic and
Trade Commission office and we
believe they were given as gifts to
visiting dignitaries. As an absolutely
beautiful gift for someone to whom
Hong Kong means something special!
This pair of Chop Sticks are
presented in a magnificent black
wooden Box as can be seen in the
photographs the item is both new
and unused. Excellent condition.

Iful Mercedes benz Zanellato
designed Gents wallet + credit card
holder For the Mercedes Benz man
who has everything!! Here we have a
beautifully soft leather wallet
together with a separate cardholder.
Both are lined with gold jacquard
Mercedes Benz lining and they are
hand-stitched. Designed by zanellato
these pieces are of the very best
quality. Both pieces have the
Mercedes Benz logo impressed lower
right and the designer's stamp is in
the centerfold. Beautiful items!

LOT 65 - HONG KONG
PRESENTATION MEN'S
LEATHER WALLET - 20/30

LOT 66 - LARGE VINTAGE
CLEAR GLASS DAUM FOUR
POINTED BOWL - 80/120

We obtained these beautiful items
from the hong kong economic and
trade office and we believe they were
given as gifts to visiting dignitaries.
Made from soft leather of obvious
quality this leather wallet presents
itself with several compartments for
cards and licenses and other
necessary keepsakes. The bauhinia
flower, the emblem of hong kong, is
embossed to the front lower righthand side. Boxed and brand new!

We are selling here a huge Daum
glass bowl which is presented in
excellent condition. This item has
been kept by the same family for a
great many years and is certainly a
collectible and attractive piece.
Etched markings to side as
photographed.
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LOT 67 - A PAIR OF
BEAUTIFUL TALL WOODEN
CANDLE STICKS FROM
HARRODS - 40/60
Stunning items!! Really good looking!!
Beautifully detailed turned Indian
wood. We have recently cleared an
apartment complex in park lane,
London and we are selling the
contents here in our eBay shop.
There are a number of table lamps
and candlesticks which undoubtedly
would have originally cost a fortune
so this is the opportunity to grab a
bargain!

LOT 68 - AGED ROCOCOO
STYLED FRAMED DRESSING
TABLE MIRROR - 20/40
We think that this item has ages
although of course it was originally
made so it seems to look antique. A
charming item!! Please have a good
look at the photographs for
appearance and condition as these
form part of the condition report.
This item is in very good used
condition. There are a couple of nicks
to the frame.

LOT 70 - A PAIR OF
BEAUTIFUL LARGE
UNCASED SILVER GILT EP
BERRY SPOONS - 40/60

LOT 71 - A SOLID SILVER
DISH WITH BRASS INLAID
CENTER HALLMARKED 925
SILVER - 40/60

Excellent condition for these spoons.
Length is 23.2 cms and width at the
widest part is 5.1 cms Please do not
hesitate to ask us if you have any
questions. Please have a really good
look at the photographs as these
form part of the description and
condition report. This item is in
excellent condition.

Really good looking and attractive
piece. Please do have a good look at
the photos as we have tried to
capture both the condition and the
design of the piece together with
illustrating the hallmark. Dimensions:
height is 3.8 cms and diameter is 17.2
cms.

LOT 73 - A SILVER PLATE
BRASS & GLASS
BONBONNIERE BY HANS
OFNER (1880-1939) FOR
ARGENTOR - 100/140

LOT 74 - ANTIQUE LADIES
925 SILVER AND AMBER
BRACELET WITH MAKERS
MARK - 80/120

Classic hans ofner design; a pierced
circular form and fixed overhead
handle with bead decoration, raised
on four supports with glass liner.
Made, we believe, in 1906, and
stamped argentor ig.

A most beautiful Antique ladies 925
silver and amber bracelet With
makers mark 20.5 cms in length A
most attractive and clearly aged
amber and silver bracelet. There is a
maker mark "Ik" above the hallmarks.
There are nine separate pieces of
amber which are mounted and
double chain linked together. A
beautiful design that looks incredible
worn!!
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LOT 69 - SILVER PLATE
BOWL DESIGNED AS A BAG
WITH ROPED HANDLES RRP £219 - 25/40
Please have a really good look at the
photographs as we have tried to
illustrate both the condition and the
design of this piece. The height is 10.3
cms, the depth 5 cms, and the length
7.8 cms and the diameter is 13.5 cms.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if
you have any questions.

LOT 72 - JAMES DIXON AND
SONS BY CHRISTOPHER
DRESSER A SILVER PLATED
SUGAR BOWL C1880 140/200
Beautifully sculpted and in excellent
condition. The rims are folded over in
typically classic design;
complemented with overhead
ebonised handle.

LOT 75 - SOLID SILVER DISH
ON THREE FEET STAMPED
900 - 50/70
Weight 132 grams Please have a really
good look at the photographs as we
have tried to illustrate both the
condition and the design of this
piece. The height is 5.4 cms and the
diameter is 13.5 cms. Please have a
good look at the photos for
appearance and condition. This item
is in very good condition with one
small indentation.
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LOT 76 - SET OF 12 MIDDLE
EASTERN SOLID SILVER TEA
SPOONS - WEIGHT 74
GRAMS - 40/60

LOT 77 - VINTAGE 925 SOLID
SILVER FLORAL PATTERNED
TAXCO MEXICO
HALLMARKED BANGLE 15/30

LOT 78 - HONG KONG
STERLING SILVER BAUHINIA
FLOWER - PRESENTATION
BOXED PAPERWEIGHT 50/75

Good used condition - hallmarked
taxco 925 sterling silver. Please do
have a good look at the photos!!
Weight 14 grams Diameter of 6.7 cms

Mounted on sloping round obsidian is
a sterling silver bauhinia flower, the
emblem of hong kong. This flower is
decorated with blue topaz. The
paperweight weighs 185 grams and
measures 7 cms in diameter. The
presentation bow is made out of solid
wood with a felt leather top and this
measures 12 cms by 12.5 cms and is 6
cms high. As an absolutely beautiful
gift for someone to whom hong kong
means something special!

LOT 79 - A BOXED FORTNUM
& MASON LADIES PEARL
AND MUSSEL SHELL
NECKLACE - 80/120

LOT 80 - BEAUTIFUL LOEWE
LADIES PENDANT
NECKLACE IN ORIGINAL
PRESENTATION BOX - 50/70

LOT 81 - JIMMY CHOO
LADIES SHOES SIZE 40 VERY NEARLY NEW - 90/120

Enchanting ladies' necklace from
Fortnum & Mason. A wonderful pearl
and mussel shell design which looks
beautiful worn! Undoubtedly this
item would have cost a fortune when
new so at the starting price, this
represents an opportunity to grab a
bargain!

Gifted to the current owner some
years ago and not worn. The necklace
is made from silver-plated nickel and
golden brass. Presented in excellent
condition!

LOT 82 - A MAGNIFICENT
MEN'S RAINCOAT BY
ASPREY BOND STREET SIZE
XL OR XXL - 200/300

LOT 83 - BEAUTIFUL
LAUREN HAMPTON HAND
MADE JADE FLORAL BELT
BUCKLE SIGNED AND
DATED - 60/100

LOT 84 - BURBERRY
OVERSIZE STATEMENT
BLACK UNISEX TOTE BAG
WITH GLOSS METAL
HARDWARE - VR - 80/120

Handmade in the states this
magnificent belt buckle features a
prominent jade green flower and is a
classic Lauren Hampton design.
Signed and dated 2006 by Lauren
Hampton. Please refer to the
photographs for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. This beautiful
Lauren Hampton belt buckle is in
perfect condition.

With large zip closure, also as a
feature around the base of the bag.
Sturdy leather straps and metal
hardware. Feet on the base of the
bag. Stitch detailing to the leather.
Real statement bag! In good
condition, a few marks to the
hardware but this is hardly
noticeable. Also, zip tog is missing on
the inside pocket. Please refer to the
images.

Really eye-catching middle eastern
silver spoons. A perfect set of twelve.
Intricate decoration and well
detailed. Dimensions: 11.2 cms in
length Please have a good look at the
photos for appearance and condition.
These photos form part of the
description and condition report so
please do have a good look at them!

This coat is made from cotton and
cashmere and was Asprey's top of the
range coat. Others were made from
polyester and these trench coats sell
for in excess of £350.00. The
attention to detail is superb with the
iconic Asprey brand purple and
cream striped lining together with a
cupro silk purple shoulder lining. The
inside of the collar and all the
pockets are purple lined in cotton
and the stitching is beautiful. The is a
single vent to the reverse side. The
buttons are branded Asprey and
there is a silver hanging chain.
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Fabulous Jimmy Choo Ladies Shoes
Size 40 Very Nearly New These
beautiful shoes speak for themselves!!
Very good condition.
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LOT 85 - MILLIE & MAUDE
LIMITED EDITION 1/5
GORGEOUS DESIGNER
HANDBAG *RRP £215 - 40/60

LOT 86 - CHARLES JOURDAN
PARIS LADIES LEATHER
DARK GREY CLUTCH BAG
HANDBAG - 20/30

LOT 87 - COLMAN SUMBERG
NATURAL OCELOT 3/4
LENGTH FUR COAT - SIZE
14-16 - 500/800

This beautiful handbag measures 30
cms in width, 12 cms in-depth, and 14
cms in height without the handles.
Ultra super soft yellow mustard
leather and faux leopard fur this is a
typical offering from these two
fabulous designers who used to sell
their bags exclusively at the house &
garden fair in London. This bag
depicts a hunting scene and is from a
limited edition of 5 and comes with
the original tag. Appears new and
unused.

This gorgeous soft leather clutch bag
is perfect in every way - looks and
feels like the expensive bag it is. It is
absolutely wonderful!!! Dimensions:
Height 16.5 cms and Width 19 cms.

Gorgeous & genuine natural ocelot
fur with wonderfully dramatic &
stunning markings. Soft to the touch.
This is a fantastic garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this wolf fur coat is a UK size 14-16
This garment is one of 15 natural fur
coats ... All in various furs & various
sizes ... That we are selling on
consignment for the previous owners

LOT 88 - FANTASTIC FUR!
SAGA FOX NATURAL ARCTIC
FOX FUR COAT - SIZE 14 500/800

LOT 89 - NATURAL CHEETAH
KNEE LENGTH FUR COAT SIZE 16 - RRP: £3000+500/800

LOT 90 - FANTASTIC FUR!
KAUPER PELZHAUS
NATURAL FITCH FUR COAT SIZE 14-16 - 450/700

This is a genuine waist length natural
arctic fox fur coat Gorgeous &
genuine natural arctic fox fur with
wonderfully smooth & clean clear
markings. Super soft to the touch.
This is truly a fantastic garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this wolf fur coat is a UK size 14

This is a genuine natural cheetah fur
coat Gorgeous & genuine natural
cheetah fur with very dramatic and
stunning markings. Very soft to the
touch The previous owner has
informed us that this cheetah fur
coat is a UK size 16

This is a genuine natural fitch fur
coat Presented in natural fitch this
elegant coat offers a sophisticated
look Gorgeous & genuine natural
fitch fur with very dramatic and
stunning markings. Very soft and
silky to the touch. Fitch fur is
sometimes referred to as "Fitch mink"
because the fur so closely resembles
mink. Fitch, however ... Is a higherend fur

LOT 91 - FANTASTIC FUR!
NATURAL ARCTIC FOX 3/4
LENGTH FUR COAT - SIZE
12-14 - 450/700

LOT 92 - PAINTING BY ALEX
STEWART "FALLEN ANGEL"
SIGNED & DATED '93 150/220

LOT 93 - HOWARD BEHRENS
- BEAUTIFUL ITALIAN
COASTAL SCENE - FRAMED
AND GLAZED - 150/220

This is a genuine 3/4 length natural
arctic fox fur coat Gorgeous &
genuine natural arctic fox fur with
wonderfully smooth & clear
markings. Super soft to the touch.
This is a wonderful garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this arctic fox fur coat is a UK size
12-14

This artist's works have been
appreciating in value and so this lot
represents an opportunity to
purchase both a lovely work of art
and an appreciating asset. Signed
bottom right this is a truly beautiful
painting in every respect!

Dimensions: 90 cms by 70.5 cms
Although the following passage is
quite long and detailed we felt it
appropriate to include in the listing
as it covers all aspects of this artist:
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LOT 94 - A BEAUTIFUL
PAINTING "THE DAFFODILS"
BY POLLY HOBBS OIL ON
CANVAS - 90/150
Initialed by the artist lower right this
is beautiful brightwork from the
British contemporary artist Polly
Hobbs. Elegantly framed. This
painting cost £400 when purchased a
few years ago so this represents an
opportunity to grab a bargain!!

LOT 95 - ANDY WARHOL
BEETHOVEN 1987 (BLUE
BOOK) POSTER MIXED
MEDIA FRAMED AND
GLAZED - 200/300
Beautifully framed this rare blue book
poster features a raised quill and
overpainted music. The result is quite
spectacular. Please have a good look
at the photographs for appearance
and condition as these form part of
the condition report. This
spectacular version of Beethoven's
blue book offset lithograph is in
perfect condition.

LOT 96 - AN ORIGINAL OIL
ON BOARD "OFF LEIGH" BY
FRANK SELMAN - 200/300
An original oil on board "Off leigh" By
frank selman Dimensions: height 43.5
cms, width 33 cms Canvas measures
34 cms by 24 cms

LOT 97 - "THE GREAT BARN"
WATERCOLOUR BY DANIEL
CHATTO - RRP £3,250 400/600

LOT 98 - AN ORIGINAL STILL
LIFE OIL ON CANVAS BY
ROYAL PORTRAIT PAINTER
NICKY PHILIPPS - 600/900

This watercolour was purchased at
one of the artist's exhibitions for the
sum of £3,250.00 Two years ago,
daniel chatto started spending what
he calls “chunks of time” living and
painting on the sussex downs.
Though for most of the year this
London-born painter is based in the
capital, he finds the downs subtly and
radically inspiring. This has helped
release a flow of small-scale, vividly
luminous paintings on sturdy,
handmade indian paper.

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT 32.5 CMS,
WIDTH 27 CMS Canvas measures
22.3 cms by 17 cms A beautiful
example of the artist's work, this
small oil on canvas was purchased
from green and stone, kings road,
Chelsea from Nicky Philipps 2012
collection. Elegantly framed.

LOT 100 - LARGE OIL ON
CANVAS BY MICHEL DE
GALLARD (1921-2007) ROAD
BY A FARM - 800/1200

LOT 101 - HARRY SPENCE,
R.B.A. (1860-1928) BOATING
ON A RIVER - OIL ON
CANVAS - SIGNED - 400/600

LOT 102 - "WINTER
EVENING" BY LOUIS
HEINZMAN OIL ON CANVAS
1945 - 400/600

Road By A Farm Taken from a private
London collection and signed lower
left. An excellent example of the
artist's work. The current highest
auction record for a similar oil
painting by Gallard is € 6,000.

Signed Harry Spence bottom right,
we are selling two such works by the
artist of very similar size. The estate
of the family we obtained the
paintings from has confirmed that
they believe the works had been in
the house for a great many
generations and it seems from our
investigations that the wooden
frames are indeed original. It could
possibly be that the family were the
original purchasers of the paintings!

An extremely attractive example of
the artist's work - the colours have to
be seen to be believed and we hope
the photographs do the work justice.
Signed lower right and inscribed with
title and dated verso. Born in Munich,
Germany, Louis Heinzman became
known for his serene, sunlit vistas,
desert and mountain landscapes as
well as portraits.
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LOT 99 - FRANZ VON STUCK
(GERMAN 1863-1928)
PORTRAIT OF A LADY OIL
ON CANVAS PAINTING 3000/5000
Franz von stuck, german 1863-1928
portrait of a lady, head and shoulders
in a white dress; oil on canvas,
feigned tondo, signed twice in a goldpainted composition frame with
spandrels and tondo aperture the
frame has been over-painted in goldcoloured paint and is subject to
losses to the gesso mouldings. The
canvas has not been relined, the
wooden stretcher is the original,
taping on the reverse is broken and is
ragged in places, some staining on
the reverse of the canvas. The canvas
is signed under the spandrels.
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LOT 103 - MONTES DE
ALVOR - PORTIMAO 1981 BY
JULIO AMARO - ORIGINAL
OIL ON CANVAS - 100/150

LOT 104 - EXTREMELY
BEAUTIFULLY FRAMED
PRINT OF A VENETIAN
WATERCOLOUR PAINTING
RRP £595 - 90/140

LOT 105 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
CHARDONNAY ART WINE
PRINT MAGNIFICENTLY
FRAMED - 100/150

Very interesting, captivating, and
beautiful item. Gorgeous framing
which doubtless alone would cost a
great deal more than we're asking
here for the entire item! Purchased
from Harris Fine Art. DIMENSIONS:
88 cms by 68 cms

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

LOT 106 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
MOSCATO ART WINE PRINT
MAGNIFICENTLY FRAMED 100/150

LOT 107 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LTD EDITION
SAUVIGNON BLANC WINE
PRINT MAGNIFICENTLY
FRAMED - 100/150

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

LOT 108 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LTD EDITION
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
WINE PRINT
MAGNIFICENTLY FRAMED 100/150

LOT 109 - A PAIR OF
ORIGINAL WILSON SILSBY
DRY-POINT ETCHINGS
SIGNED AND INSCRIBED 80/120

LOT 110 - BEAUTIFULLY
FRAMED WOODBLOCK
PAINTING BY R BARTLE
SIGNED AND DATED 1957 60/100

A Pair of Original Wilson Silsby DryPoint Etchings Signed and Inscribed
Framed and Glazed, this artwork is in
excellent condition. The work was
originally a gift and both etchings are
personally inscribed and have been
signed by the artist. Dated 1972.

A beautiful framed and presented
woodblock painting which looks to
have been an expensive acquisition
by a collector of North American
Indian Art. Certainly, the work is
captivating and the framing is
substantial and professional. We have
been unable to research the artist R
Bartle and we would be grateful if
anyone can shed any light on him for
us!! In excellent condition!!

Beautifully framed this gorgeous oil
painting is a classic example of the
artist's work. Signed Lower Left.
Framed and Glazed. Dimensions:
Frame 64.5 cms by 50 cms Painting
49 cms by 34 cms
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Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

LOT 111 - FRAME AND
GLAZED WATERCOLOUR BY
N M HUNTER SIGNED AND
DATED 1932 - 50/80
Frame and glazed watercolour by n m
hunter - signed and dated 1932
Beautiful summer outdoors scene
signed and dated by the artist.
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LOT 112 - SET OF 4 - THE
REEVES COLLECTION OF
CHINESE WATERCOLOURS LTD EDITION PRINTS 40/60
Each comes with a signed certificate
of authenticity and each is numbered
1509/5000. Lovely items! Please
refer to photos for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. These framed
prints are presented in excellent
condition.

LOT 113 - "FRAMLINGHAM
COLLEGE" BY W A DONALD SIGNED & FRAMED REMARQUE PROOF - 40/60
Beautifully drawn by the artist and
his proof copy. Signed lower left. A
wonderful present for anyone
connected to Framlingham!!

LOT 115 - AIME-JULES
DALOU, FRENCH 1838-1902,
BRONZE ENTITLED "ENFANT
ASSIS" - 6000/9000

LOT 116 - LOVE AMONG THE
RUINS BY EVELYN WAUGH FIRST TRADE EDITION 1953 40/60

Aime-Jules Dalou - French 1838-1902
Bronze entitled "Enfant Assis. Etude
pour le monument aux petits enfants
de la Reine Victoria (Seated Child
From the Monument to the
Grandchildren of Queen Victoria)".

A romance of the near future. With
decorations by various eminent
hands including the authors. Pp.
[viii]+54(last colophon, verso blank),
frontispiece, pictorial half-title and
title pages, plus text illustrations
(some full and one double-page); red
cloth, lettered and decorated in gilt,
good condition to both boards; top
edges red; dustwrapper, slightly
soiled, edges lightly rubbed and tears;
Chapman & Hall, London, 1953. First
trade edition. XXVIII.

LOT 118 - THE DIARY OF A
MAD MAN CRESSET PRESS
NICOLAS GOGOL 1929
LIMITED EDITION 52/250 200/300

LOT 119 - VAN GOUGH - THE
COMPLETE PAINTINGS - BG
- 50/80

Full copy on a yellow cloth. Title
printed in red on the cover. Printed
on handmade paper. Limited to 250
hand-numbered copies, this being
copy 52/250. Please refer to the
photographs for precise information
on condition and appearance. RARE
BOOK. THIS EDITION IS LIMITED TO
250 COPIES. THIS IS NUMBER 52.

2 x Books in hardback with their own
cover in beautiful condition There is
an inscription inside Volume 1 please
see photographs.
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LOT 114 - MAGNIFICENT:
TWO UNIQUE & ORIGINAL
BARK SCULPTURES BY ANNA
GILLESPIE RRP £12,000 40/60
112 cms and 80 cms in Height These
two Magnificent Bark Sculptures
were purchased from the artist by
the current owner roughly twelve
years ago. Presently the artist works
mainly in bronze where a similarsized cast limited edition work would
sell for approximately £6,000. These
Bark Sculptures are one-offs and are
therefore unique. Original works
such as these by Anna Gillespie rarely
come to the market and this,
therefore, represents an opportunity
both to purchase two beautiful works
of art as well as owning an
appreciating asset.

LOT 117 - WILD FLOWERS AS
THEY GROW, WAVERLEY:
HALF-LEATHER BINDING
FULL SET OF 7 BOOKS 60/90
Published by The Waverley Book
Company Ltd circa the 1900s this set
is absolutely beautiful. The
illustrations and descriptive text is
quite something to behold! A perfect
reference library of wildflowers and
certainly a most wonderful present
for someone who has an interest in
the subject! Photographed in colour
direct from nature by H. Essenhigh
Corke with descriptive text by G.
Clarke Nuttall.

LOT 120 - THE TEMPEST BY
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
ILLUSTRATED BY ARTHUR
RACKHAM FIRST ED 1926 300/500
First edition illustrated by Rackham.
4to. Black cloth with lettering and
vignette in gilt. Slight foxing. In
original pictorial dustwrapper.
Twenty beautiful mounted colour
plates and various line drawings, all
in fine condition. The title page is
elaborately decorated in black and
white and makes a stunning
beginning to the play. A fine bright
copy in a good dustwrapper which,
though worn with a couple of chips,
has protected the book very well.
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LOT 121 - THE HISTORY OF
ENGLAND BY LORD
MACAULAY 8 LEATHER
BOUND VOLUME SET 1863 300/500
A leather-bound eight-volume set in
very good condition. The History of
England by Lord Macaulay. Published
in London by Longman, Green,
Longman, Roberts & Green. Printed
by Spottiswoode and Co, London.
Complete in eight volumes. With
numerous illustrations. Thomas
Babington Macaulay, 1st Baron
Macaulay, PC (25 October 1800 28
December 1859) was a British
historian and Whig politician. He
wrote extensively as an essayist and
reviewer; his books on British history
were hailed as literary masterpieces.
Macaulay held political office as the
Secretary at War between 1839 and
1841 and the Paymaster-General
between 1846 and 1848.

LOT 124 - *ORIGINAL &
RARE* MANUELS-RORET
NOUVEAU MANUEL
COMPLET DE L'HORLOGER
1863 - 120/180
A new complete manual of
watchmaking including the detailed
construction of ordinary and
precision watchmaking, electric
watchmaking, and in general of all
machines suitable for measuring
time, for the use of manufacturers
and amateurs.

LOT 127 - CONQUEST OF
MEXICO BY WILLIAM H
PRESCOTT - ARMS OF ETON
COLLEGE ON FINE BINDING
- 100/160
Conquest Of Mexico by William H
Prescott - Arms of Eton College on
Fine Binding Excellent condition for
this two-volume set in Fine Binding
bearing the Arms of Eton College.
1984.

LOT 122 - THE NAVAL
HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN
BY WILLIAM JAMES - A SIX
VOLUME SET 1837 - 300/500
The Naval History of Great Britain
from the declaration of war by
France in 1793 to the accession of
George lV Illustrations and Tables: 24
portraits, 38 battle-plans in the text,
28 folding tables.

LOT 125 - A SENSE OF
REALITY BY GRAHAM
GREENE FIRST EDITION 1963
- 25/40
A first edition of this collection of
short stories by celebrated novelist
Graham Greene. First edition, first
impression. Graham Green was an
English novelist, widely regarded as
one of the greatest writers of the
20th century. Greene achieved
widespread popularity with the
general public as well as literary
acclaim among his peers and is best
remembered for his novel Brighton
Rock.

LOT 123 - THE 'TROCIOUS
TWINS - AT THE SEA BY B
PARKER ILLUSTRATED BY N
PARKER 1926 FIRST 100/150
First edition. Illustrated with 12 fullpage chromolithographic plates and
many line drawings throughout the
text pages. Each full-colour page has
a text page opposite with the related
verse and small line illustrations, all
printed in light brown. Illustrated
endpapers.

LOT 126 - HARDBACK BOOK RARE - DESCRIPTION OF
THE WESTMINSTER
TOBACCO BOX. LONDON
1887 - 100/150
A first edition of this collection of
short stories by celebrated novelist
Graham Greene. First edition, first
impression. Graham Green was an
English novelist, widely regarded as
one of the greatest writers of the
20th century. Greene achieved
widespread popularity with the
general public as well as literary
acclaim among his peers and is best.

LOT 128 - SIGNED FIRST
EDITION - MY BOHEMIAN
DAYS IN PARIS BY JULIUS M
PRICE 1913 - 80/120

LOT 129 - FERRARI - A
CHAMPION'S VIEW BY PHIL
HILL - HARDBACK - FIRST
EDITION & NEW! - 50/80

This book is an account of an artist's
life in London at the turn of the
century by the artist Julius m. Price
together with 32 of his illustrations.
Extremely rare (we know of no other
signed first edition copies currently
for sale) and much sought after. It
provides a delightful and realistically
evocative description of the time
(indeed the author was not around to
review the proofs as he was at war).

Phil Hill describes Ferrari racing cars
and races in the 1950s and 1960s. Phil
Hill returns to many of the cars in
which he competed during his long
and honoured career with Ferrari. He
describes the machines' technical
features, and puts the reader in the
cockpit, explaining what the cars
were like to drive. Hill also takes the
reader to both ends of Ferrari's
sports racing history, from the preWorld War II Auto Avio Costruzioni
815 to the 333 SP of the late 1990s.
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LOT 1 - EXQUISITE PAIR OF
VINTAGE BRASS CURTAIN
TIEBACKS. 50/70
Exquisite pair of Vintage brass
Curtain tiebacks Empire style french ormolu This exquisite pair of
vintage brass curtain tiebacks have
already made their debut at another
very well known auction house.
Having sold well in excess of our
asking price many years ago - this lot
deserves a beautiful home Please do
check our other running auctions for
an extravagant pair of curtains to
accompany them!! Quality crafted
item Dimensions:
• Width - 5.8 cm
• Height - 23 cm
• Depth - 6 cms
We can deliver

LOT 2 - EARLY VICTORIAN
WALNUT INLAID
CANTERBURY WHAT NOT.
400/600
A magnificent early victorian walnut
inlaid canterbury or what-not Circa
1860, this is, without doubt, the best
example of a victorian walnut
canterbury what-not we have seen in
50 years. Fabulous detailing to the
point where we cannot imagine what
could have been done to make it
better. The crowning glory is the
superb original condition, still
retaining its original french polish
which is superb. It must be the best
example on the market. A stunning
stand out piece in every way!! We can
deliver

LOT 4 - BEAUTIFUL DOUBLE
DROP LEAF SOLID WOOD
ANTIQUE TABLE. 240/320

LOT 5 - ANTIQUE GEORGE III
ELM WOOD TILT TOP TABLE.
220/300

Double drop leaf solid wood Antique
table This table is beautiful and it has
a patina that speaks of ages of love
and care. It is one of our all-time
favorites. It has signs of repairs and
could use a few more but somehow
it’s just wonderful as it is! Dimensions
width fully extended 133cm width
both leaves down 80cm length 176 cm
and height 73.5 cm Collection only
items - for many of our larger and
more fragile items, we prefer to sell
as collection only. However, we will
work with our purchasers to arrange
delivery if collection is not an option.
We can deliver

A magnificent antique George iii
Elm wood tilt-top table Antique
George iii solid elm tilt top table in
very good original condition. It has a
circular top sitting on a turned base
with tripod pad feet. The grain of the
elm wood on the top is beautiful & it
has the most wonderful patina. This
table is quite beautiful and dates to
around the 1760-90’s period.
Dimensions: The table measures 73.5
cms in height as a table and 105.5 cms
in height when tilted and 56 cms in
diameter We can deliver

LOT 7 - ORNATE CARVED
WOODEN HIGH BACKED
CHAIR. 80/120

LOT 8 - A PAIR OF ANTIQUE
WICKER SEATED CHAIRS EX
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
100/150

Ornate Carved Wooden High Back
Chair 107 cm H x 43 cm D x 61 cm W
We can deliver

We are selling here a pair of chairs
which we are told by the vendor
came from the house of commons.
We have no evidence of this,
unfortunately. Please have a good
look at the photos - if you need any
questions answered please do not
hesitate to ask!
• Height 106 cms
• Depth 42 cms
• Width 45 cms
We can deliver
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LOT 3 - AN 18TH CENTURY
COUNTRY OAK CORNER
CABINET. 250/350
An 18th century, Country oak Corner
cabinet We can deliver - please see
below! This magnificent oak corner
cabinet has the most wonderful
patina which we hope comes across
in the photographs. Clearly the item
has age and it is difficult to be precise
on this issue. The front door displays
hearts above diamonds. Please have a
good look at the photographs which
we hope do the item justice! We can
deliver

LOT 6 - GEORGIAN STYLE
SERPENTINE FRONT
MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD.
125/175
Mahogany serpentine fronted
Georgian style sideboard raised on
six square tapered legs. This
magnificent sideboard is in perfect
condition. Having outer opening
cupboard doors with a central
drawer above a well-concealed
"Hidden" drawer, all offering plenty
of useful storage space. Purchased
only a few years ago from a leading
king's road retailer at a cost of
£1295.00!! This auction represents an
opportunity to obtain a beautiful
piece of furniture at a fraction of the
retail price!! Please have a good look
at the photographs which we hope
do the items justice!

LOT 9 - PAINTED LEATHER
TOPPED PEDESTAL DESK.
180/250
We removed this lovely pedestal desk
from the house of wealthy diplomat
where everything was just about the
best that money could buy. It was
positioned in a spare room and
appears to us to have had little use.
We do not know where it was
purchased from but it's bound to
have been one of the leading Chelsea
designer retail shops so doubtless it
would have cost a fortune!! We can
deliver
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LOT 10 - EDWARDIAN
MAHOGANY DEMI LUNE
TABLE. 140/200

LOT 11 - FLAME MAHOGANY
CONSOLE TABLE WITH
INLAID DETAIL. 100/150

Edwardian mahogany demi lune table
having straight tapering legs with
spade feet. Circa 1900-1910. English.
This attractive dressing table was
purchased for a huge country house
several years ago. The owners were
called abroad and have remained
there ever since. Their furniture is
now being sold. It has been kept
carefully wrapped in storage since
purchase. We had no alternative due
to the items size other that to
photograph in the storage premises
but hopefully the photos will do this
piece justice. We can deliver

This is a gorgeous piece The table sits
on four slender downward tapered
legs. Sensational colour with lovely
inlaid detailing - a beautiful table.
Recently removed from a park lane
apartment. We feel the pictures do
not do this lovely item justice! We
can deliver

LOT 13 - LARGE & HEAVY
SILVER BAROQUE SIXTEEN
LIGHT CHANDELIER.
600/900

LOT 14 - FRENCH 19TH
CENTURY SOLID BRASS
"PINEAPPLE" BODY
CHANDELIER. 600/900

An extremely attractive heavy and
ornate silver metal 16 light
chandelier. This chandelier is
magnificent - truly stunning. Taken
from a country house that was full of
interesting items this chandelier
appears not to be marked or
branded. The inner eight trays
appear to us to be silver or silver
plate and the remainder silver metal.
Dimensions: Height : 58 cms to hook
below chain Diameter : 79.5 cms We
can deliver

A magnificent French 19th-century
Solid brass "Pineapple" body
Chandelier Rrp £4,750.00 This is
probably the most beautiful brass
chandelier we have ever had the
pleasure of selling! Purchased from a
king's road antiques dealer some 12
years ago for the sum of £4,750.00.
Unfortunately, the chandelier had
been taken down prior to us being
allowed to photograph. We have
done our best to show the chandelier
in all its glory and we can supply
further photos to any interested
purchaser. We can deliver

LOT 16 - BRONZED IRON
AND CRYSTAL GLASS
CHANDELIER + WALL
LIGHTS . 400/600

LOT 17 - A MAGNIFICENT
PAIR OF ELEGANT BRASS SIX
LIGHT CHANDELIERS.
250/350

LOT 18 - WHITE CERAMIC
SLOP BUCKET CHAMBER
POT WITH CANE HANDLE.
40/60

This magnificent crystal glass and
iron chandelier with matching wall
lights set are in immaculate
condition. The crystal glass is perfect
and the lights work as one would
expect. Purchased only a few years
ago from a leading king's road retailer
at a cost of £2995.00!! This auction
represents an opportunity to obtain a
beautiful chandelier and wall lights ar
a fraction of the retail price!! Please
have a good look at the photographs
which we hope do the items justice!
We can deliver

This magnificent crystal glass and
iron chandelier with matching wall
lights set are in immaculate
condition. The crystal glass is perfect
and the lights work as one would
expect. Purchased only a few years
ago from a leading king's road retailer
at a cost of £2995.00!!A magnificent
pair Of elegant brass six light
Chandeliers This magnificent pair of
brass chandeliers are in perfect
condition and the lights work as one
would expect. Purchased only a few
years ago from a leading king's road
retailer at a cost of £2495.00!! This
auction represents an opportunity to
obtain a beautiful pair of chandeliers
at a fraction of the retail price!! We
can deliver

A fabulous Antique white ceramic
Slop bucket chamber pot With cane
handle This is the most fantastic item
we have had through our doors in
ages! We believe the item to be called
a "Slop bucket" which was probably
the forerunner of the chamber pot
but we will stand corrected on this! It
could be put to a variety of uses in
today's modern world but for sure it
is an eye-catching piece!!
Dimensions: The slop bucket
measures 29 cms in diameter and 28
cms in height. We can deliver
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LOT 12 - 19TH CENT LOUIS
XV STYLE GILT & BRONZE
BACCARAT CRYSTAL
CHANDELIER. 1400/2000
A magnificent 19th-century louis xv
style French cage frame Gilt & bronze
Baccarat Crystal chandelier Rrp
£12,000.00 This elegant chandelier
was purchased from a king's road
antiques dealer some 12 years ago for
the sum of twelve thousand pounds.
Unfortunately, the chandelier had
been taken down prior to us being
allowed to photograph. We have
done our best to show the chandelier
in all its glory and we can supply
further photos to any interested
purchaser. We can deliver

LOT 15 - BROWN ORNATE
THREE ARM CHANDELIER.
50/80
A beautiful brown ornate Three-arm
chandelier - Perfect working
condition!! Taken from a beautiful
house in Chelsea and seen working fully tested! Looks fantastic when
hung on a ceiling!! In very good
condition!! We can deliver
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LOT 19 -1860'S BLACK AND
RED MARBLE LEROY & FILS
MANTLE CLOCK + KEY NO.
6455. 500/700
Magnificent 1860's Black and red
marble Leroy & fils Mantle clock with
key No. 6455 This is a most
impressive french leroy et fils mantel
clock housed in striking black and
red marble which is in most excellent
condition. The clock has a black
enamel dial surrounding red marble.
"Leroy & fils 296 regent street"
appears on the top face of the red
marble whilst below the french
address at Palais royal is shown. With
a french eight day movement which
strikes the hours and half hours on a
bell. We can deliver

LOT 22 - ANTIQUE 19TH C.
EMPIRE CIRCULAR FLAME
MAHOGANY CENTER TABLE.
600/900

LOT 20 - A MAGNIFICENT
FIGURED MAHOGANY 8 DAY
LONGCASE CLOCK. 500/750
A magnificent Figured mahogany 8
day longcase clock William smith
Huddersfield Circa 1755-1795 This is a
truly magnificent and rare longcase
grandfather clock presented in good
condition. It is sold in a fully working
order with both winding and case
keys. For generations, it has stood in
the hallway of a huge country house
in southwest England. The owners
were called abroad and have
remained there. Their furniture is
now being sold. It has been kept
carefully wrapped in storage and is
available for delivery. We can deliver

LOT 23 - GEORGE III
MAHOGANY ‘D’ END DINING
TABLE. 600/900

Antique 19th-century empire Circular
Flame mahogany Center table This is
a standout piece in every sense.
Sensational colour and just
breathtaking - a beautiful table. We
believe the table to be early 19th
century although it could well be
earlier. Dimensions: The table
measures four feet (122 cms) in
diameter and is 2 feet 5 inches (75
cms) in height.

A magnificent George iii Mahogany ‘d’
end Dining table Taken from a
substantial Chelsea house, where the
table has been for well over 100
years. Comprising of a solid figured
top with excellent colour raised on
square tapered legs. Seats 8 to 10 and
the central section can be removed
and the two "D" ends placed together.
A beautiful and historical item. We
hope the photographs do the table
justice!

LOT 25 - A SET OF SEVEN
REGENCY MAHOGANY
DINING CHAIRS CIRCA 1820.
350/500

LOT 26 - A LARGE AND
IMPRESSIVE GOLD PAINTED
METAL URN PLANTER.
380/120

A magnificent set of regency
mahogany dining room chairs
including one carver on sabre legs
and including recently upholstered
cushions. Circa 1820. Dimensions:
• 87.5 cms in height to the top of the
backrests
• Chairs: 48 cms in width and 48 cms
in depth
• Carver measures 56 cms in width
and 59 cms in depth

A large and impressive gold painted
metal urn planter Taken from a
fabulous Belgravia property this
impressive planter was situated in
the entrance hall and our immediate
thoughts were that it looks made of
solid gold!! Sadly that isn't the case
but it really does look the part!!
Dimensions:
• 40.5 cms in height and 36 cms in
diameter
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LOT 21 - OAK ARMADA OR
TREASURE CHEST WITH
ELABORATE IRON WORK.
800/1250
A magnificent oak armada chest or
treasure chest with elaborate
ironwork circa 1700's This is a
wonderful example of an early
treasure chest, armada chest, silver
chest, or strongbox depending on
whose descriptions you go by! The
oak has a rich patina and the
ironwork both elaborate and
complete. The main iron plate to the
center includes swastikas and there
are handles to both sides and front
drop-down panels. The interior
draws are later but these can easily
be removed without endangering the
integrity of the chest. A most
interesting and attractive item.

LOT 24 - REGENCY
MAHOGANY TWIN-PILLAR
DINING TABLE CIRCA 1820.
500/800
A fine regency mahogany Twin-pillar
Dining table Circa 1820 A magnificent
extending regency mahogany twinpillar dining table, comprising a pair
of d-end sections with leaf on ring
turned columns and sabre legs . Circa
1820.
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LOT 116 - LOVE AMONG THE
RUINS BY EVELYN WAUGH FIRST TRADE EDITION 1953 40/60
A romance of the near future. With
decorations by various eminent
hands including the authors. Pp.
[viii]+54(last colophon, verso blank),
frontispiece, pictorial half-title and
title pages, plus text illustrations
(some full and one double-page); red
cloth, lettered and decorated in gilt,
good condition to both boards; top
edges red; dustwrapper, slightly
soiled, edges lightly rubbed and tears;
Chapman & Hall, London, 1953. First
trade edition. XXVIII.

LOT 119 - VAN GOUGH - THE
COMPLETE PAINTINGS - BG
- 50/80
2 x Books in hardback with their own
cover in beautiful condition There is
an inscription inside Volume 1 please
see photographs.

LOT 122 - THE NAVAL
HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN
BY WILLIAM JAMES - A SIX
VOLUME SET 1837 - 300/500
The Naval History of Great Britain
from the declaration of war by
France in 1793 to the accession of
George lV Illustrations and Tables: 24
portraits, 38 battle-plans in the text,
28 folding tables.

LOT 117 - WILD FLOWERS AS
THEY GROW, WAVERLEY:
HALF-LEATHER BINDING
FULL SET OF 7 BOOKS 60/90

LOT 118 - THE DIARY OF A
MAD MAN CRESSET PRESS
NICOLAS GOGOL 1929
LIMITED EDITION 52/250 200/300

Published by The Waverley Book
Company Ltd circa the 1900s this set
is absolutely beautiful. The
illustrations and descriptive text is
quite something to behold! A perfect
reference library of wildflowers and
certainly a most wonderful present
for someone who has an interest in
the subject! Photographed in colour
direct from nature by H. Essenhigh
Corke with descriptive text by G.
Clarke Nuttall.

Full copy on a yellow cloth. Title
printed in red on the cover. Printed
on handmade paper. Limited to 250
hand-numbered copies, this being
copy 52/250. Please refer to the
photographs for precise information
on condition and appearance. RARE
BOOK. THIS EDITION IS LIMITED TO
250 COPIES. THIS IS NUMBER 52.

LOT 120 - THE TEMPEST BY
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
ILLUSTRATED BY ARTHUR
RACKHAM FIRST ED 1926 300/500

LOT 121 - THE HISTORY OF
ENGLAND BY LORD
MACAULAY 8 LEATHER
BOUND VOLUME SET 1863 300/500

First edition illustrated by Rackham.
4to. Black cloth with lettering and
vignette in gilt. Slight foxing. In
original pictorial dustwrapper.
Twenty beautiful mounted colour
plates and various line drawings, all in
fine condition. The title page is
elaborately decorated in black and
white and makes a stunning
beginning to the play. A fine bright
copy in a good dustwrapper which,
though worn with a couple of chips,
has protected the book very well.

A leather-bound eight-volume set in
very good condition. The History of
England by Lord Macaulay. Published
in London by Longman, Green,
Longman, Roberts & Green. Printed
by Spottiswoode and Co, London.
Complete in eight volumes. With
numerous illustrations. Thomas
Babington Macaulay, 1st Baron
Macaulay, PC (25 October 1800 28
December 1859) was a British
historian and Whig politician. He
wrote extensively as an essayist and
reviewer; his books on British history
were hailed as literary masterpieces.
Macaulay held political office as the
Secretary at War between 1839 and
1841 and the Paymaster-General
between 1846 and 1848.

LOT 123 - THE 'TROCIOUS
TWINS - AT THE SEA BY B
PARKER ILLUSTRATED BY N
PARKER 1926 FIRST 100/150

LOT 124 - *ORIGINAL &
RARE* MANUELS-RORET
NOUVEAU MANUEL
COMPLET DE L'HORLOGER
1863 - 120/180

First edition. Illustrated with 12 fullpage chromolithographic plates and
many line drawings throughout the
text pages. Each full-colour page has
a text page opposite with the related
verse and small line illustrations, all
printed in light brown. Illustrated
endpapers.

A new complete manual of
watchmaking including the detailed
construction of ordinary and
precision watchmaking, electric
watchmaking, and in general of all
machines suitable for measuring
time, for the use of manufacturers
and amateurs.
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LOT 125 - A SENSE OF
REALITY BY GRAHAM
GREENE FIRST EDITION 1963
- 25/40
A first edition of this collection of
short stories by celebrated novelist
Graham Greene. First edition, first
impression. Graham Green was an
English novelist, widely regarded as
one of the greatest writers of the
20th century. Greene achieved
widespread popularity with the
general public as well as literary
acclaim among his peers and is best
remembered for his novel Brighton
Rock.

LOT 126 - HARDBACK BOOK RARE - DESCRIPTION OF
THE WESTMINSTER
TOBACCO BOX. LONDON
1887 - 100/150

LOT 127 - CONQUEST OF
MEXICO BY WILLIAM H
PRESCOTT - ARMS OF ETON
COLLEGE ON FINE BINDING
- 100/160

A first edition of this collection of
short stories by celebrated novelist
Graham Greene. First edition, first
impression. Graham Green was an
English novelist, widely regarded as
one of the greatest writers of the
20th century. Greene achieved
widespread popularity with the
general public as well as literary
acclaim among his peers and is best.

Conquest Of Mexico by William H
Prescott - Arms of Eton College on
Fine Binding Excellent condition for
this two-volume set in Fine Binding
bearing the Arms of Eton College.
1984.

LOT 128 - SIGNED FIRST
EDITION - MY BOHEMIAN
DAYS IN PARIS BY JULIUS M
PRICE 1913 - 80/120

LOT 129 - FERRARI - A
CHAMPION'S VIEW BY PHIL
HILL - HARDBACK - FIRST
EDITION & NEW! - 50/80

This book is an account of an artist's
life in London at the turn of the
century by the artist Julius m. Price
together with 32 of his illustrations.
Extremely rare (we know of no other
signed first edition copies currently
for sale) and much sought after. It
provides a delightful and realistically
evocative description of the time
(indeed the author was not around to
review the proofs as he was at war).

Phil Hill describes Ferrari racing cars
and races in the 1950s and 1960s. Phil
Hill returns to many of the cars in
which he competed during his long
and honoured career with Ferrari. He
describes the machines' technical
features, and puts the reader in the
cockpit, explaining what the cars
were like to drive. Hill also takes the
reader to both ends of Ferrari's
sports racing history, from the preWorld War II Auto Avio Costruzioni
815 to the 333 SP of the late 1990s.

LOT 114 - MAGNIFICENT: TWO UNIQUE & ORIGINAL BARK
SCULPTURES BY ANNA GILLESPIE RRP £12,000 - 40/60
112 cms and 80 cms in Height These two Magnificent Bark Sculptures were
purchased from the artist by the current owner roughly twelve years ago.
Presently the artist works mainly in bronze where a similar-sized cast limited
edition work would sell for approximately £6,000. These Bark Sculptures are oneoffs and are therefore unique. Original works such as these by Anna Gillespie
rarely come to the market and this, therefore, represents an opportunity both to
purchase two beautiful works of art as well as owning an appreciating asset.
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LOT 115 - AIME-JULES DALOU, FRENCH
1838-1902, BRONZE ENTITLED "ENFANT
ASSIS" - 6000/9000
Aime-Jules Dalou - French 1838-1902 Bronze entitled
"Enfant Assis. Etude pour le monument aux petits
enfants de la Reine Victoria (Seated Child From the
Monument to the Grandchildren of Queen Victoria)".
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LOT 81 - JIMMY CHOO
LADIES SHOES SIZE 40 VERY NEARLY NEW - 90/120
Fabulous Jimmy Choo Ladies Shoes
Size 40 Very Nearly New These
beautiful shoes speak for themselves!!
Very good condition.

LOT 84 - BURBERRY
OVERSIZE STATEMENT
BLACK UNISEX TOTE BAG
WITH GLOSS METAL
HARDWARE - VR - 80/120

LOT 82 - A MAGNIFICENT
MEN'S RAINCOAT BY ASPREY
BOND STREET SIZE XL OR
XXL - 200/300
This coat is made from cotton and
cashmere and was Asprey's top of the
range coat. Others were made from
polyester and these trench coats sell
for in excess of £350.00. The
attention to detail is superb with the
iconic Asprey brand purple and
cream striped lining together with a
cupro silk purple shoulder lining. The
inside of the collar and all the pockets
are purple lined in cotton and the
stitching is beautiful. The is a single
vent to the reverse side. The buttons
are branded Asprey and there is a
silver hanging chain.

LOT 83 - BEAUTIFUL
LAUREN HAMPTON HAND
MADE JADE FLORAL BELT
BUCKLE SIGNED AND
DATED - 60/100
Handmade in the states this
magnificent belt buckle features a
prominent jade green flower and is a
classic Lauren Hampton design.
Signed and dated 2006 by Lauren
Hampton. Please refer to the
photographs for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. This beautiful
Lauren Hampton belt buckle is in
perfect condition.

LOT 85 - MILLIE & MAUDE
LIMITED EDITION 1/5
GORGEOUS DESIGNER
HANDBAG *RRP £215 - 40/60

LOT 86 - CHARLES JOURDAN
PARIS LADIES LEATHER
DARK GREY CLUTCH BAG
HANDBAG - 20/30

With large zip closure, also as a
feature around the base of the bag.
Sturdy leather straps and metal
hardware. Feet on the base of the
bag. Stitch detailing to the leather.
Real statement bag! In good
condition, a few marks to the
hardware but this is hardly
noticeable. Also, zip tog is missing on
the inside pocket. Please refer to the
images.

This beautiful handbag measures 30
cms in width, 12 cms in-depth, and 14
cms in height without the handles.
Ultra super soft yellow mustard
leather and faux leopard fur this is a
typical offering from these two
fabulous designers who used to sell
their bags exclusively at the house &
garden fair in London. This bag
depicts a hunting scene and is from a
limited edition of 5 and comes with
the original tag. Appears new and
unused.

This gorgeous soft leather clutch bag
is perfect in every way - looks and
feels like the expensive bag it is. It is
absolutely wonderful!!! Dimensions:
Height 16.5 cms and Width 19 cms.

LOT 87 - COLMAN SUMBERG
NATURAL OCELOT 3/4
LENGTH FUR COAT - SIZE
14-16 - 500/800

LOT 88 - FANTASTIC FUR!
SAGA FOX NATURAL ARCTIC
FOX FUR COAT - SIZE 14 500/800

LOT 89 - NATURAL
CHEETAH KNEE LENGTH
FUR COAT - SIZE 16 - RRP:
£3000+- 500/800

Gorgeous & genuine natural ocelot
fur with wonderfully dramatic &
stunning markings. Soft to the touch.
This is a fantastic garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this wolf fur coat is a UK size 14-16
This garment is one of 15 natural fur
coats ... All in various furs & various
sizes ... That we are selling on
consignment for the previous owners

This is a genuine waist length natural
arctic fox fur coat Gorgeous &
genuine natural arctic fox fur with
wonderfully smooth & clean clear
markings. Super soft to the touch.
This is truly a fantastic garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this wolf fur coat is a UK size 14

This is a genuine natural cheetah fur
coat Gorgeous & genuine natural
cheetah fur with very dramatic and
stunning markings. Very soft to the
touch The previous owner has
informed us that this cheetah fur
coat is a UK size 16
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LOT 90 - FANTASTIC FUR!
KAUPER PELZHAUS
NATURAL FITCH FUR COAT SIZE 14-16 - 450/700

LOT 91 - FANTASTIC FUR!
NATURAL ARCTIC FOX 3/4
LENGTH FUR COAT - SIZE
12-14 - 450/700

This is a genuine natural fitch fur
coat Presented in natural fitch this
elegant coat offers a sophisticated
look Gorgeous & genuine natural
fitch fur with very dramatic and
stunning markings. Very soft and
silky to the touch. Fitch fur is
sometimes referred to as "Fitch mink"
because the fur so closely resembles
mink. Fitch, however ... Is a higherend fur

This is a genuine 3/4 length natural
arctic fox fur coat Gorgeous &
genuine natural arctic fox fur with
wonderfully smooth & clear markings.
Super soft to the touch. This is a
wonderful garment The previous
owner has informed us that this
arctic fox fur coat is a UK size 12-14

LOT 87 - COLMAN SUMBERG
NATURAL OCELOT 3/4
LENGTH FUR COAT - SIZE
14-16 - 500/800

LOT 88 - FANTASTIC FUR!
SAGA FOX NATURAL ARCTIC
FOX FUR COAT - SIZE 14 500/800

LOT 89 - NATURAL
CHEETAH KNEE LENGTH
FUR COAT - SIZE 16 - RRP:
£3000+- 500/800

Gorgeous & genuine natural ocelot
fur with wonderfully dramatic &
stunning markings. Soft to the touch.
This is a fantastic garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this wolf fur coat is a UK size 14-16
This garment is one of 15 natural fur
coats ... All in various furs & various
sizes ... That we are selling on
consignment for the previous owners

This is a genuine waist length natural
arctic fox fur coat Gorgeous &
genuine natural arctic fox fur with
wonderfully smooth & clean clear
markings. Super soft to the touch.
This is truly a fantastic garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this wolf fur coat is a UK size 14

This is a genuine natural cheetah fur
coat Gorgeous & genuine natural
cheetah fur with very dramatic and
stunning markings. Very soft to the
touch The previous owner has
informed us that this cheetah fur
coat is a UK size 16

LOT 90 - FANTASTIC FUR!
KAUPER PELZHAUS
NATURAL FITCH FUR COAT SIZE 14-16 - 450/700

LOT 91 - FANTASTIC FUR!
NATURAL ARCTIC FOX 3/4
LENGTH FUR COAT - SIZE
12-14 - 450/700

This is a genuine natural fitch fur coat
Presented in natural fitch this elegant
coat offers a sophisticated look
Gorgeous & genuine natural fitch fur
with very dramatic and stunning
markings. Very soft and silky to the
touch. Fitch fur is sometimes referred
to as "Fitch mink" because the fur so
closely resembles mink. Fitch,
however ... Is a higher-end fur

This is a genuine 3/4 length natural
arctic fox fur coat Gorgeous &
genuine natural arctic fox fur with
wonderfully smooth & clear
markings. Super soft to the touch.
This is a wonderful garment The
previous owner has informed us that
this arctic fox fur coat is a UK size
12-14

LOT 46 - 18K WHITE GOLD MEN'S INVISIBLE SET
PRINCESS CUT 100 DIAMONDS RING - 2000/3000

LOT 47 - HAND PAINTED MAITLAND SMITH
KNEEHOLE DESK JEWELRY CABINET - 150/220

This is a truly stunning ring. Set in a luxurious 18 karats white gold
setting there are exactly 100 princess cut invisibly set white
diamonds. There are four side panels containing seven diamonds
each and the main central display contains four rows of 18
diamonds. This totals 100 separate diamonds!!!

Hand-painted by cp hilsding This is an exquisite piece. A beautiful
cabinet, hand-painted both internally and externally with secret little
compartments to keep precious items. A kneehole desk design over
eight drawers with brass handles, these are arranged around a
kneehole with a secret central door on bracket feet.
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LOT 27 - HENRY ROSENGREN
HANSEN BRANDE
MØBELINDUSTRI 4-DOOR
ROSEWOOD SIDEBOARD.
1200/1600
Stunning henry rosengren hansen
brande møbelindustri 4-door
rosewood sideboard Taken from the
estate of a lovely Chelsea house
where it has been in the same
position since purchase in the early
1960's. The previous owner was a
keen collector of mid-century
furniture and this beautiful rosewood
sideboard is truly stunning.
Apparently the first time the item has
been moved since the purchase was
for us to take these photographs!

LOT 30 - A STUNNING PAUL
EVANS (1931-1987)
CITYSCAPE COUNTER TOP
PANEL. 1500/2000
This is the most magnificent piece.
Custom made and used as a
countertop as it was originally
intended and then as a decorative
panel. Unmistakably from Paul
Evans's "Cityscape" series, the panel
is clad in brushed and polished
panels. It could be used again as a
counter or tabletop, as a freestanding desk or as a decorative
panel. Stunning piece!

LOT 28 - FRENCH 1950'S
RETRO DISPLAY CABINET IN
CHROME, MIRRORS AND
GLASS. 300/400
Please have a really good look at the
photographs as we have tried to
illustrate both the condition and to
show the design of the piece. Overall
the depth is 55.4 cms, the width is
150.2 cms and the height is 94.5 cms.
The top section is 15.5 cms in height
internally and the bottom section 67
cms in height. The central mirrored
island section is 92.2 cms in width
and 25.5 cms in depth. Please bear in
mind that this is an extremely heavy
piece of furniture!!! Please have a
good look at the photos for
appearance and condition. This
cabinet is in excellent condition for
its age - it has a wonderful patina and
has to be seen to be fully appreciated.

LOT 31 - THE LARGEST WALL
CLOCK EVER - 2.3 MTS
SQUARE. 750/1250
A magnificent wall clock that will
need a super large wall space!! It
would suit an office or restaurant or
a large residence. Wherever it goes it
truly is a stand out piece. The clock is
huge - 2.3 mts square and made from
solid painted board with a rich gilt
frame surrounding iron clock hands
and then another second rich frame
surrounding brass numerals. The
clock mechanism is computer
operated so changing the time is
simple. The clock face could, of
course, be painted to any colour. It
will fit flush to the wall and will
require strong wall fixings.
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LOT 29 - PAIR OF LARGE
DONGHIA GOLD LEAF
DECORATED
CONTEMPORARY MIRRORS.
2000/3000
We recently removed these mirrors
from a fabulous Knightsbridge house.
The previous owner paid in excess of
£19,750 for them and so this auction
represents an opportunity to obtain a
pair of classic contemporary Donghia
designed mirrors at a fraction of the
retail price. The mirrors each
measure 2280 mm by 1370 mm. The
width of the gold leaf frame is 155
mm and the depth of the frame is 33
mm.

LOT 32 - LARGE ORNATE
MIRROR. 600/900
Purchased from new a few years ago
for £4,950 and placed into the
London house of a wealthy diplomat
- this beautiful super large wall
mirror is in excellent condition. The
mirrored plate clearly has age and
the frame has been crafted with fine
detailing and painted in green and
gold. Please have a good look at the
photographs which we hope do the
item justice! This mirror would look
sensational in just about any home
and at the starting price represents
the opportunity to grab a bargain!
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LOT 33 - JEAN-PAUL
MOSCOVINO (1947) "RUE DE
L'OUEST" - 500/800
Breathtaking original Jean-Paul
Moscovino Matt Blue Aluminium
Sculpture - superb in every aspect.
Jean-Paul Moscovino sculpts color as
one plays with a peel to reconstitute
the fruit ... and this ambiguity of the
material sums up all the magic and
the questions of the passage from
one world to another: does the form
exist thanks to the full or through a
vacuum? Only the colored film can
testify to the interaction of these two
"enlightened" realities. And if the
artist seeks his bearings in the
representation of this border, which
he cuts out and folds to find the third
dimension, the thickness of
everything, the themes addressed are
always figurative: the body is the only
vehicle for travel! Life is thus made
up of love balances between material
and spiritual, visible and invisible,
finite, and infinite ...

LOT 36 - 1930'S TUBULAR
ALUMINIUM ARMCHAIR BY
WARREN MCARTHUR 600/900
With the original fifth avenue shop
label still attached, this is a classic
design from warren McArthur. We do
not know the model number and
we'd love to hear from any collector
who can tell us! The tubular
aluminum framework which is in
remarkably good condition. The
classic and original "Donut" shaped
leg bumpers are in place. A rare and
really quite stunning item.
Additionally, it is an incredibly
comfortable chair!!

LOT 34 - BEAUTIFUL
VINTAGE 'OTI' WIRE CHAIRS
AND TABLE SET BY NIELS
GAMMELGAARD FOR IKEA 600/900

LOT 35 - ICONIC 1960'S
RETRO CHAIR ON A
CHROME BASE WITH
ORIGINAL CUSHION 140/200

A set of 4 "Oti" lounge chairs and
coffee table, designed in the 1980s by
niels gammelgaard, manufactured by
IKEA. Beautiful geometric-sculptural
design; one of the most beautiful wire
chair designs - iconic! Postage for
this item is high due to the size.
Weight and nature of the item. We
will happily work with the winning
buyer on alternative methods of
carriage and as always, collection
from us is free.

We took this item from a fabulous
house in London's Mayfair.
Undoubtedly it is a high-quality item
and it really stands out from any
other similar period chair that we
have ever had. I wish we knew who
the designer of the item is! We have
no doubt however that this is an
iconic piece. It is absolutely stunning
and a stand out piece. Dimensions:
The chair measures: 40 cms in width
and 45 cms in height to the front of
the chair and 80 cms to the top of
the back of the chair. The base
measures 40 cms by 40 cms and the
diameter of the cushion is 33 cms.

LOT 37 - PAIR OF GREY
LEATHER CHAIRS BY DAVID
HICKS - 600/900

LOT 38 - ETABLISSEMENTS
CORBISIER 32 HOOK RETRO
CHROME COAT RACK 400/600

These chairs were commissioned by
l'oreal in the 1960s for its main
London shop. During this period
David hicks made furniture for many
west end shops amongst which were
both l'oreal and Helena Rubenstein.
London was in the middle of the
swinging 60's and mad colour was
the norm, so these chairs are
somewhat understated for the
period! One chair still carries a label
"L'oreal 11710" to the underside. The
style and quality are unmistakable.
Soft grey leather and matching grey
painted solid framework - absolutely
stunning!!
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This is really quite the most
magnificent coat rack we have ever
had the pleasure of selling. Rows of 16
double cost hooks on each side
which have been beautifully sculpted
and which look stunning. This item
could be used in just about any
environment - a truly special piece!!
Hopefully, the photographs do the
item justice! Please note that postage
on this item is high due to the size
and nature of the chest. We'll happily
work with the winning buyer on this
to obtain alternative quotes if
required and as always, collection
from us is free.
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LOT 39 - ADMEL 'FINGALITE'
COUNTER-BALANCED
ANGLEPOISE INDUSTRIAL
LAMP - 400/600

LOT 40 - A STUA DENEB
ALUMINIUM FRAME GLASS
TOP DINING TABLE WITH 6
CHAIRS - 300/500

LOT 41 - OFFECCT
CORNFLAKE MEETING
TABLE BY CLAESSON
KOIVISTO RUNE - 250/350

This is the most magnificent and
totally original "Fingalite" anglepoise
industrial style lamp by admel. Dating
from the 1950s and in perfect
working order. The item has been in
storage for several decades and the
chrome needs a professional clean.
This item could be used in just about
any environment - a truly special
piece!! Hopefully, the photographs do
the item justice! Please note that
postage on this item is high due to
the size and nature of the chest. We'll
happily work with the winning buyer
on this to obtain alternative quotes if
required and as always, collection
from us is free.

This deneb table is a timeless design
made with an anodized aluminum
frame. All the parts are just 10mm
thick so that the table looks light. The
top is made from transparent glass,
also 10mm thick. The table is branded
by stau but the chairs are not and as
such we do not know where they are
from. The set comes with the
cushions as photographed and these
are made by walton.

This beautiful "Cornflake" meeting
room table was purchased for a huge
country house several years ago at a
substantial cost. The owners were
called abroad and have remained
there. Their furniture is now being
sold. It has been kept carefully
wrapped in storage since purchase
and is in very good condition.
Cornflake is a design table with the
tabletop in white laminate Formica
k1040 with beveled edges. chromed
support. offecct works closely with
internationally renowned and
innovative designers. the collection,
which is being updated continuously,
mirrors the company vision; furniture
harmonizing and creating creative
environments within public
surroundings and private homes.
contemporary design breathing
Scandinavian simplicity.

LOT 42 - EARLY 20TH
CENTURY ENGLISH BUTLER
CAST IRON SMOKING
STAND - 120/180

LOT 43 - A SET OF FOUR OFF
WHITE CHAIRS BY PACO
CAPDELL- 60/100

LOT 44 - A FRAMED 1960'S
PHOTOGRAPHIC CANVAS OF
SUSANNAH YORK BY PHILIP
TOWNSEND - 30/50

A wonderful item that appears in
original form. A tall slender "Butler"
figure, apparently french, standing on
a white triangular base holding a tray
which we presume is for an ashtray.
We have not been able to find out
who the maker is; there is a "Depose"
stamp underneath the stand but
another stamp which could be the
makers mark appears ineligible - if
anyone out there knows please do
contact us.

These chairs are simple in design and
yet elegant. The launch of Xuxa was a
clear example of innovation in the
use of propylene. Following on from
this experience, designer Vicente
Soto offers us a new piece designed
entirely in this polymer. Developed in
Italy, this chair, with its clean lines
and minimalist personality, is made
entirely from one single piece. An
innovative injection-based
manufacturing process has resulted
in the model’s minimum weight,
creating shapes and volume which
give us a new way of understanding
this material.

LOT 45 - MICK JAGGER
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT ON
FRAMING BOARD - 70/110
Superb looking item and very well
presented on money no object basis.
This photograph was taken from a
Philip Townsend original and is the
only copy! A superb piece of Jagger
Rolling Stones Rock and Roll
Memorabilia! Dimensions: Painting
52.5 cms by 33 cms
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Superb looking item and very well
presented - a truly wonderful piece
of 1960's British memorabilia, this
photographic canvas was produced
from a Philip Townsend original and
is the only copy - looks great when
hung on the wall!!
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LOT 92 - PAINTING BY ALEX
STEWART "FALLEN ANGEL"
SIGNED & DATED '93 150/220

LOT 93 - HOWARD BEHRENS
- BEAUTIFUL ITALIAN
COASTAL SCENE - FRAMED
AND GLAZED - 150/220

LOT 94 - A BEAUTIFUL
PAINTING "THE DAFFODILS"
BY POLLY HOBBS OIL ON
CANVAS - 90/150

This artist's works have been
appreciating in value and so this lot
represents an opportunity to
purchase both a lovely work of art
and an appreciating asset. Signed
bottom right this is a truly beautiful
painting in every respect!

Dimensions: 90 cms by 70.5 cms
Although the following passage is
quite long and detailed we felt it
appropriate to include in the listing
as it covers all aspects of this artist:

Initialed by the artist lower right this
is beautiful brightwork from the
British contemporary artist Polly
Hobbs. Elegantly framed. This
painting cost £400 when purchased a
few years ago so this represents an
opportunity to grab a bargain!!

LOT 95 - ANDY WARHOL
BEETHOVEN 1987 (BLUE
BOOK) POSTER MIXED
MEDIA FRAMED AND
GLAZED - 200/300

LOT 96 - AN ORIGINAL OIL
ON BOARD "OFF LEIGH" BY
FRANK SELMAN - 200/300

LOT 97 - "THE GREAT BARN"
WATERCOLOUR BY DANIEL
CHATTO - RRP £3,250 400/600

Beautifully framed this rare blue book
poster features a raised quill and
overpainted music. The result is quite
spectacular. Please have a good look
at the photographs for appearance
and condition as these form part of
the condition report. This
spectacular version of Beethoven's
blue book offset lithograph is in
perfect condition.

LOT 98 - AN ORIGINAL STILL
LIFE OIL ON CANVAS BY
ROYAL PORTRAIT PAINTER
NICKY PHILIPPS - 600/900
DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT 32.5 CMS,
WIDTH 27 CMS Canvas measures
22.3 cms by 17 cms A beautiful
example of the artist's work, this
small oil on canvas was purchased
from green and stone, kings road,
Chelsea from Nicky Philipps 2012
collection. Elegantly framed.

An original oil on board "Off leigh" By
frank selman Dimensions: height 43.5
cms, width 33 cms Canvas measures
34 cms by 24 cms

LOT 99 - FRANZ VON STUCK
(GERMAN 1863-1928)
PORTRAIT OF A LADY OIL
ON CANVAS PAINTING 3000/5000
Franz von stuck, german 1863-1928
portrait of a lady, head and shoulders
in a white dress; oil on canvas,
feigned tondo, signed twice in a goldpainted composition frame with
spandrels and tondo aperture the
frame has been over-painted in goldcoloured paint and is subject to
losses to the gesso mouldings. The
canvas has not been relined, the
wooden stretcher is the original,
taping on the reverse is broken and is
ragged in places, some staining on
the reverse of the canvas. The canvas
is signed under the spandrels.
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This watercolour was purchased at
one of the artist's exhibitions for the
sum of £3,250.00 Two years ago,
daniel chatto started spending what
he calls “chunks of time” living and
painting on the sussex downs.
Though for most of the year this
London-born painter is based in the
capital, he finds the downs subtly and
radically inspiring. This has helped
release a flow of small-scale, vividly
luminous paintings on sturdy,
handmade indian paper.

LOT 100 - LARGE OIL ON
CANVAS BY MICHEL DE
GALLARD (1921-2007) ROAD
BY A FARM - 800/1200
Road By A Farm Taken from a private
London collection and signed lower
left. An excellent example of the
artist's work. The current highest
auction record for a similar oil
painting by Gallard is € 6,000.
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LOT 101 - HARRY SPENCE,
R.B.A. (1860-1928) BOATING
ON A RIVER - OIL ON
CANVAS - SIGNED - 400/600

LOT 102 - "WINTER
EVENING" BY LOUIS
HEINZMAN OIL ON CANVAS
1945 - 400/600

LOT 103 - MONTES DE
ALVOR - PORTIMAO 1981 BY
JULIO AMARO - ORIGINAL
OIL ON CANVAS - 100/150

Signed Harry Spence bottom right,
we are selling two such works by the
artist of very similar size. The estate
of the family we obtained the
paintings from has confirmed that
they believe the works had been in
the house for a great many
generations and it seems from our
investigations that the wooden
frames are indeed original. It could
possibly be that the family were the
original purchasers of the paintings!

An extremely attractive example of
the artist's work - the colours have to
be seen to be believed and we hope
the photographs do the work justice.
Signed lower right and inscribed with
title and dated verso. Born in Munich,
Germany, Louis Heinzman became
known for his serene, sunlit vistas,
desert and mountain landscapes as
well as portraits.

Beautifully framed this gorgeous oil
painting is a classic example of the
artist's work. Signed Lower Left.
Framed and Glazed. Dimensions:
Frame 64.5 cms by 50 cms Painting
49 cms by 34 cms

LOT 104 - EXTREMELY
BEAUTIFULLY FRAMED
PRINT OF A VENETIAN
WATERCOLOUR PAINTING
RRP £595 - 90/140

LOT 105 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
CHARDONNAY ART WINE
PRINT MAGNIFICENTLY
FRAMED - 100/150

LOT 106 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
MOSCATO ART WINE PRINT
MAGNIFICENTLY FRAMED 100/150

Very interesting, captivating, and
beautiful item. Gorgeous framing
which doubtless alone would cost a
great deal more than we're asking
here for the entire item! Purchased
from Harris Fine Art. DIMENSIONS:
88 cms by 68 cms

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

LOT 107 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LTD EDITION
SAUVIGNON BLANC WINE
PRINT MAGNIFICENTLY
FRAMED - 100/150

LOT 108 - GINA GIGLI
SIGNED LTD EDITION
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
WINE PRINT
MAGNIFICENTLY FRAMED 100/150

LOT 109 - A PAIR OF
ORIGINAL WILSON SILSBY
DRY-POINT ETCHINGS
SIGNED AND INSCRIBED 80/120

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.

Gina Gigli, the artist, author, and
winemaker, sadly passed away in
August 2014 and without framing
these items were sold at $475 each.
The framing of this item was
undertaken at quite some expense
and the result, which hopefully the
photos show adequately, is truly
stunning. We are currently selling a
set of these beautiful prints and we'll
happily combine postage for these or
any other of our items if requested.
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A Pair of Original Wilson Silsby DryPoint Etchings Signed and Inscribed
Framed and Glazed, this artwork is in
excellent condition. The work was
originally a gift and both etchings are
personally inscribed and have been
signed by the artist. Dated 1972.
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LOT 110 - BEAUTIFULLY
FRAMED WOODBLOCK
PAINTING BY R BARTLE
SIGNED AND DATED 1957 60/100
A beautiful framed and presented
woodblock painting which looks to
have been an expensive acquisition
by a collector of North American
Indian Art. Certainly, the work is
captivating and the framing is
substantial and professional. We have
been unable to research the artist R
Bartle and we would be grateful if
anyone can shed any light on him for
us!! In excellent condition!!

LOT 111 - FRAME AND
GLAZED WATERCOLOUR BY
N M HUNTER SIGNED AND
DATED 1932 - 50/80
Frame and glazed watercolour by n m
hunter - signed and dated 1932
Beautiful summer outdoors scene
signed and dated by the artist.

LOT 112 - SET OF 4 - THE
REEVES COLLECTION OF
CHINESE WATERCOLOURS LTD EDITION PRINTS 40/60
Each comes with a signed certificate
of authenticity and each is numbered
1509/5000. Lovely items! Please
refer to photos for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. These framed
prints are presented in excellent
condition.

LOT 113 - "FRAMLINGHAM
COLLEGE" BY W A DONALD SIGNED & FRAMED REMARQUE PROOF - 40/60
Beautifully drawn by the artist and
his proof copy. Signed lower left. A
wonderful present for anyone
connected to Framlingham!!

LOT 48 - ART DECO BURSLEY
WARE COFFEE SET - 50/80
Truly magnificent and eye-catching a really delicate and beautiful fine
china coffee service. Please have a
really good look at the photos!

LOT 49 - ART POTTERY
1930'S DRIP GLAZED LARGE
GERMAN VASE MARKED
FOREIGN - 40/60
Taken from a beautiful house in
Knightsbridge all we know of this
vase is that it apparently cost a great
deal and that it had been in the family
for several decades. It is clearly an
item of some quality!! Dimensions :
This vase measures 27cms in height
and 26.4 cms in diameter to the top
rim Please have a good look at the
photographs for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. This wonderful vase
is in excellent condition.
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LOT 50 - CHARLES BOURNE
PORCELAIN 24 PIECE
SERVICE HAND PAINTED
PATTERN 208 GEORGIAN
1820 - 700/1000
Porcelain service hand-painted
Charles bourne Pattern number 208
1820 Antique Georgian porcelain 24
piece service hand-painted Charles
bourne pattern number 208 dated
1820 Here we have a lovely example
of early English porcelain, dating
from 1820 and featuring beautifully
painted pink roses and buds with
gilded flowers and leaves. This
decoration sits between two deep
cobalt blue bands that have been
copiously gilded.
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LOT 51 - A COLLECTION OF
FIVE LARGE ODERISI
D'AGOBIO GUBBIO MADE IN
ITALY EX HARRODS - 80/120

LOT 52 - A COLLECTION OF
SIX LARGE ODERISI
D'AGOBIO GUBBIO MADE IN
ITALY EX HARRODS - 80/120

LOT 53 - VINTAGE SOLIAN
WARE SOHO POTTERY LTD
ARABIAN NIGHTS COFFEE
SET - 40/60

Porcelain service hand-painted
Charles bourne Pattern number 208
1820 Antique Georgian porcelain 24
piece service hand-painted Charles
bourne pattern number 208 dated
1820 Here we have a lovely example
of early English porcelain, dating
from 1820 and featuring beautifully
painted pink roses and buds with
gilded flowers and leaves. This
decoration sits between two deep
cobalt blue bands that have been
copiously gilded.

Beautifully decorated this collection
of matching vases was purchased
from Harrods. In near perfect
condition and doubtless would have
originally have cost a great deal more
than we're asking here! Please refer
to photos for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. These beautiful
vases are in good used condition.

A fabulous vintage Solian ware Soho
pottery ltd Arabian nights coffee set
Truly magnificent and eye-catching a really delicate and beautiful fine
china coffee service. Please have a
really good look at the photos!

LOT 69 - SILVER PLATE
BOWL DESIGNED AS A BAG
WITH ROPED HANDLES RRP £219 - 25/40

LOT 70 - A PAIR OF
BEAUTIFUL LARGE
UNCASED SILVER GILT EP
BERRY SPOONS - 40/60

LOT 71 - A SOLID SILVER
DISH WITH BRASS INLAID
CENTER HALLMARKED 925
SILVER - 40/60

Please have a really good look at the
photographs as we have tried to
illustrate both the condition and the
design of this piece. The height is 10.3
cms, the depth 5 cms, and the length
7.8 cms and the diameter is 13.5 cms.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if
you have any questions.

Excellent condition for these spoons.
Length is 23.2 cms and width at the
widest part is 5.1 cms Please do not
hesitate to ask us if you have any
questions. Please have a really good
look at the photographs as these
form part of the description and
condition report. This item is in
excellent condition.

Really good looking and attractive
piece. Please do have a good look at
the photos as we have tried to
capture both the condition and the
design of the piece together with
illustrating the hallmark. Dimensions:
height is 3.8 cms and diameter is 17.2
cms.

LOT 54 - LARGE HAND
PAINTED FRUIT TREE
DESIGN CHINESE
PORCELAIN VASE - 30/50
Contemporary design, beautifully
detailed and intricately painted. A
stunning large round Chinese vase
decorated in what appears as quince
trees. Presented in totally as new
excellent condition with no marks or
chips - a pristine example! Please
refer to photos for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. This magnificent
vase is in excellent condition perfect!!
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LOT 72 - JAMES DIXON AND
SONS BY CHRISTOPHER
DRESSER A SILVER PLATED
SUGAR BOWL C1880 140/200

LOT 73 - A SILVER PLATE
BRASS & GLASS
BONBONNIERE BY HANS
OFNER (1880-1939) FOR
ARGENTOR - 100/140

Beautifully sculpted and in excellent
condition. The rims are folded over in
typically classic design;
complemented with overhead
ebonised handle.

Classic hans ofner design; a pierced
circular form and fixed overhead
handle with bead decoration, raised
on four supports with glass liner.
Made, we believe, in 1906, and
stamped argentor ig.

LOT 75 - SOLID SILVER DISH
ON THREE FEET STAMPED
900 - 50/70

LOT 76 - SET OF 12 MIDDLE
EASTERN SOLID SILVER TEA
SPOONS - WEIGHT 74
GRAMS - 40/60

Weight 132 grams Please have a really
good look at the photographs as we
have tried to illustrate both the
condition and the design of this
piece. The height is 5.4 cms and the
diameter is 13.5 cms. Please have a
good look at the photos for
appearance and condition. This item
is in very good condition with one
small indentation.

LOT 78 - HONG KONG
STERLING SILVER BAUHINIA
FLOWER - PRESENTATION
BOXED PAPERWEIGHT 50/75
Mounted on sloping round obsidian is
a sterling silver bauhinia flower, the
emblem of hong kong. This flower is
decorated with blue topaz. The
paperweight weighs 185 grams and
measures 7 cms in diameter. The
presentation bow is made out of solid
wood with a felt leather top and this
measures 12 cms by 12.5 cms and is 6
cms high. As an absolutely beautiful
gift for someone to whom hong kong
means something special!

Really eye-catching middle eastern
silver spoons. A perfect set of twelve.
Intricate decoration and well
detailed. Dimensions: 11.2 cms in
length Please have a good look at the
photos for appearance and condition.
These photos form part of the
description and condition report so
please do have a good look at them!

LOT 74 - ANTIQUE LADIES
925 SILVER AND AMBER
BRACELET WITH MAKERS
MARK - 80/120
A most beautiful Antique ladies 925
silver and amber bracelet With
makers mark 20.5 cms in length A
most attractive and clearly aged
amber and silver bracelet. There is a
maker mark "Ik" above the hallmarks.
There are nine separate pieces of
amber which are mounted and
double chain linked together. A
beautiful design that looks incredible
worn!!

LOT 77 - VINTAGE 925 SOLID
SILVER FLORAL PATTERNED
TAXCO MEXICO
HALLMARKED BANGLE 15/30
Good used condition - hallmarked
taxco 925 sterling silver. Please do
have a good look at the photos!!
Weight 14 grams Diameter of 6.7 cms

LOT 79 - A BOXED FORTNUM
& MASON LADIES PEARL
AND MUSSEL SHELL
NECKLACE - 80/120

LOT 80 - BEAUTIFUL LOEWE
LADIES PENDANT
NECKLACE IN ORIGINAL
PRESENTATION BOX - 50/70

Enchanting ladies' necklace from
Fortnum & Mason. A wonderful pearl
and mussel shell design which looks
beautiful worn! Undoubtedly this
item would have cost a fortune when
new so at the starting price, this
represents an opportunity to grab a
bargain!

Gifted to the current owner some
years ago and not worn. The
necklace is made from silver-plated
nickel and golden brass. Presented in
excellent condition!
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LOT 55 - A COLLECTION OF
THREE ANTIQUE CHINESE
BLANC DE CHINE LIBATION
CUPS - 200/300

LOT 56 - FOUR EXTRA LARGE
FINE VINTAGE CRYSTAL
BALLOON BRANDY GLASSES
BY RIEDEL - 30/50

LOT 57 - A SET OF SIX LARGE
FINE VINTAGE CRYSTAL
BALLOON BRANDY GLASSES
BY CJR RIEDEL - 30/50

Please have a good look at the
photographs for appearance and
condition as these form part of the
condition report. The central taller
item is in very decent condition but
as can be seen in the photos the two
smaller items have repairs.
Measurements: The taller vase is 8.2
cms in diameter and 7.9 cm in height

These glasses are presented in
perfect condition and appear to have
very little, if any, use. They are
vintage and probably date to the '60s.
They are marked cjr and made by
Riedel in Austria. They are absolutely
huge and made of very fine crystal absolutely stunning and perfect
glasses!! Dimensions: 19.5 cms in
height and 13 cms diameter of the
body

These glasses are presented in
perfect condition and appear to have
very little, if any, use. They are
vintage and probably date to the '60s.
They are marked cjr and made by
Riedel in Austria. They are absolutely
huge and made of very fine crystal absolutely stunning and perfect
glasses!!

LOT 58 - A BEAUTIFUL AND
PERFECT USED PAIR OF
HEREND YELLOW ROSE FINE
CANDLE HOLDERS - 30/50

LOT 59 - A SET OF SEVEN
TALL FORTNUM & MASON
HIGHBALL CRYSTAL
GLASSES ETCHED "FM" 25/40

LOT 60 - A BEAUTIFULLY
FRAMED SMALL BRONZE
PORTRAIT PLAQUE OF
MOZART BY FRANZ STIASN 60/80

Seven wonderful highball glasses
purchased from Fortnum & mason.
Ideal for long drinks, beer, water
.....Just about anything!! Each glass
carries the etched "Fm" Fortnum &
Mason logo. Dimensions: The glasses
are 16.9 cms in height. The diameter
of the rim is 6.2 cms.

A beautiful bronze portrait plaque by
Franz stiasny (1881–1941, polish). Cast
in Austria in the 1930s the plaque
depicts Mozart, beautifully cast and
in wonderful original condition. The
plaque has been mounted on a red
velvet backing and framed. Signed by
stiasny

LOT 62 - PRESENTATION
BOXED PAIR OF WOOD AND
SILVER METAL CHOP
STICKS EX HONG KONG 30/50

LOT 63 - MERCEDES BENZ
ZANELLATO DESIGNED
GENTS WALLET + CREDIT
CARD HOLDER - 25/40

These lovely candle holders are 13.1
cms in height and 8.8 cms in
diameter at base Please refer to
photos for appearance and condition
as these photos form part of the
condition report! These items are all
in excellent condition and they have
been used and have candle wax on
them!

LOT 61 - HONG KONG THREE
PIECE CHINA BOWL SET PRESENTATION BOXED 20/30
We obtained these beautiful items
from the hong kong economic and
trade office and we believe they were
given as gifts to visiting dignitaries.
Made from fine china and depicting
the hong kong skyline the bowl
measures 9.5 cms in diameter and 9
cms in height. The presentation box
measures 19.5 cms by 14.5 cms by 12.5
cms. As an absolutely beautiful gift
for someone to whom hong kong
means something special!

We obtained these beautiful items
from the Hong Kong Economic and
Trade Commission office and we
believe they were given as gifts to
visiting dignitaries. As an absolutely
beautiful gift for someone to whom
Hong Kong means something special!
This pair of Chop Sticks are
presented in a magnificent black
wooden Box as can be seen in the
photographs the item is both new
and unused. Excellent condition.
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Iful Mercedes benz Zanellato
designed Gents wallet + credit card
holder For the Mercedes Benz man
who has everything!! Here we have a
beautifully soft leather wallet
together with a separate cardholder.
Both are lined with gold jacquard
Mercedes Benz lining and they are
hand-stitched. Designed by zanellato
these pieces are of the very best
quality. Both pieces have the
Mercedes Benz logo impressed lower
right and the designer's stamp is in
the centerfold. Beautiful items!
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LOT 64 - ANCAP FOR
DUBARRY HANDMADE
LARGE ASHTRAY WITH
GOLD FLORAL DESIGN 25/40
The ashtray is 18.5 cms square and 3
cms in height Please have a really
good look at the photographs as we
have tried to illustrate both the
condition and the design of this
piece. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if you have any questions.

LOT 67 - A PAIR OF
BEAUTIFUL TALL WOODEN
CANDLE STICKS FROM
HARRODS - 40/60
Stunning items!! Really good looking!!
Beautifully detailed turned Indian
wood. We have recently cleared an
apartment complex in park lane,
London and we are selling the
contents here in our eBay shop.
There are a number of table lamps
and candlesticks which undoubtedly
would have originally cost a fortune
so this is the opportunity to grab a
bargain!

LOT 65 - HONG KONG
PRESENTATION MEN'S
LEATHER WALLET - 20/30

LOT 66 - LARGE VINTAGE
CLEAR GLASS DAUM FOUR
POINTED BOWL - 80/120

We obtained these beautiful items
from the hong kong economic and
trade office and we believe they were
given as gifts to visiting dignitaries.
Made from soft leather of obvious
quality this leather wallet presents
itself with several compartments for
cards and licenses and other
necessary keepsakes. The bauhinia
flower, the emblem of hong kong, is
embossed to the front lower righthand side. Boxed and brand new!

We are selling here a huge Daum
glass bowl which is presented in
excellent condition. This item has
been kept by the same family for a
great many years and is certainly a
collectible and attractive piece.
Etched markings to side as
photographed.

LOT 68 - AGED ROCOCOO
STYLED FRAMED DRESSING
TABLE MIRROR - 20/40
We think that this item has ages
although of course it was originally
made so it seems to look antique. A
charming item!! Please have a good
look at the photographs for
appearance and condition as these
form part of the condition report.
This item is in very good used
condition. There are a couple of nicks
to the frame.
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